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"Vfch Malice toward Noae,
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Shipping Cattle
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ing schedule:-
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Mosquero High School 2:30 P. M. March 10
10
Bradley; School House 7;30P.M.
11
Solano High School
2:30P:M.f
11
7:30 P. M.
Pleasant View School House
'
Roy High School
12
,.2:3Q P. M
X2,
"
Roy,
Theatre, 7:30 R M
Following this meeting avdisciission of the question,
of Mutual Hail insurance by meaa Farasrs.
Mills High School
13.
30 P. r
:GO
3
Brand School House
,3

Nu-Sho-

They are very prepossessing
gentlemen. to meet and seem to
know
business very
their
thoroughly. '

ROADS

Ik

At a meeting oí the Village
Trastees of Roy, Monday evening
a large 'number of citizens were
present and' voted unanimously
to endorse the bilL by our representative, J. Frank Cnrns, to ap- propria to' v2U, MOO. CO for making
a road from Roy to 'Wagon
Tdound via Red River Bridge and
another by a Union eounty man
for a State Road from Ute Creek
to Roy, thus making a pew scen-- c
route from Clayton' toN Las
Vegas.
s appointed. R.
A committee
'Lope and J. Floersheim, to ap-- .
prise the Legislature and Mr,
Curns and offer moral support.
'
the mat-- 1
. They also discussed
ier of 'roads and necessity fori
road work from some. source and
will arrive at some, conclusion
(

8
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The public is invited to attend the agricultural
meetings which will be held according to the follow-

T, W. Simpson and C. L. Ancen-ewho came personally attend
to the rounding up and shipping.
George Ray andrLehmer Dunn
assisted in buying and collecting
the cattle and have' 1,200' head
more bought which will be shipped May 10th.
These are only part of the
purchases by these gentlemen.
They have several train loads
purchased at other points and
'are shipping tbenrall to Bozeman
where they will stock up. a big

.

Couwtt,

Agricultlira

A train loaded with' 600 head
of cettle left Roy Wednesday,
headed for Cozeman, Montana.
They were purchased by Messrs,

ranch.

mora

ia (kñ

Jr.'s

Wedding

Boy

HOW
Mr. and Mrs. Iryin S. Cgden,
JR, are the proud parents of a
fine big baby boy since Sunday
night, March 2d. Jr. is talking
of retiring from active work and
letting "The Boy" run the farm
for him, but. of couase, he is entitled to another guess, as many
'
friends can tell, him,

ELL-PÍCKE- TT

Cards announcing the marriage
of Miss Ora Mae Howell to Mr.
Manford L Pickettv both of the
Mofax community at Roy, Wednesday, March 5th., are out.

The bride is the youngest
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. I, T
Howell, a graduate from the Ro?
schools last year and a very
Those who have had occasion chsrmmg' young lady, a bride
to travel any of the country roads the groom may be justly proud,
for the past two monthswill
of.
we
high
time
that it is
The groom is a prominest
about young farmer and ranchman s5
vere doinir something
them. .The Browning mudhole'Ss the Mofax community, and noi,
a fair ampie 'of a lot of road only tine looking but an exem.pl?,
which could be made good with ry young man. The
joir
,
a little work and money.
their many friends in congratuand lations and felicitations.
A good grader, plows
scrapers are yingdown at Solano
never have
since last year.
Corning, Dr. S. v. Bright DIsé
been use:! because no money
Supt;
Herbert E Nixon, Souf
;vou!d be paid for 'here, buttaxe
Evangelist; and Rev.' J. Clyde
ore acpoqiu: d cheerfully. enough Keegan; Centenary Team; ,i
Mar.
.
but not a cent is allowed to
Banqnetand
20th.
other
features
help
,

.
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come-b:tc!:-

can't

Presumably we

it but we could save mon?y if we
t)ok up a cjllection ami graded
up some of the Worst places.

to

hi announced

later.- -

Tais vvT.'bj a thing oi special,

interest

something relative iiv

church matter.?-Bright . has been tour.r.ír the
The matter of Mutual Hail
cjunlry. for months, and v,i"
will.be discussed at the have something great to ?&y.
BR. E. P. JOHNSON, State College Veterinarian,
'Tare oHJvestock';. '
last session of the Farmers Meet
to be held at Roy Marth 12
CA. McXADB, State Agent ia Marketing, '"Comcramty Warehouses & JIarketiag" ings,
The sale of Col. Reéds,
in addition to othr subjects.
, last Friday was well .atSolano-OK REN IiETY, Union Couotv Agr. Agent, "Spnng'wbe.'it."
"Dairying".
tended and sold up to Mr. Reeds
Geo:;g-.- Lewis met with a ser expectations in spite of almost
'
11. S. TRLWIBrXL,
Afir. Agent E. P. & S. W. R. R.,
ious
accident Sunday while out impassable reads. "Casey" was
"'Aück'uUure asd' the Reconstruction Pcriotf.
,
'
riding the range. llis horse step- over.,4 hours getting back to Ray
hole and fell in hie Dodge and thinks no one
ped in a prarie-'dot'The Sp&aVi&BB and Subjects .ere selected with the view oí dealing vith the princi-,pa- l
and hands else could have come at all.
face
with him. His
the mesa farmers. Please pass the word alsng. Come and take
problems
and brocut
were badly bruised,
part injhe discussions. No charge. Moon-iigNights.
injured.
ken and his shoulder
Hon, W. B. Walton writes tr
He managed to ride to town and a personal letter of thanks for
medical aid was summoned.. rite all favors rendered and' says he
will be disabled for some' time wiil soon be back at Silver Ckr
'
the near future.
but we hope he will not ' be per practicing law again. Really it is,
manently disfigured,
a shame that as nice a man as he.,
Will Fliess, of Mills wmem- BoulBradley,
The
of
Don
W.
Mrs.
R.
death
Theieath
of
at
must be a lawyer.
Esquibel,
Missrlsabd
youngest
hprns with another vear sub- V
Rychlewski,
Miss Blanche
y
sre.,
r?
Hospital,
at
r.itmwio
the
Mrs.
Roy,
j pis neme in Mosquero last
of
sister
Matilda
.,J
died
.ecriptioti. He seldom1 corses to
onebf t!ie .day, .vas one of the tragedies last week from Pneumonia, aged daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stan
morning,
was
Henry Ford Says
Roy of late.
i
left Tuesdaj for
sad events whitch reach a whole jwhich shock the comnsunity, He 17 years. She has beem a cripple Rychlewski,
Li
pause ira 'kvas.ee young and strong and so from birth and her frail body Indiana. Miss Rychlewski came
and bids
Miss Hughbanks, of Dawson, Ofttmurity
The
Tresibent has achieved a
necessary h citizen that his .pass- - could nat withsUnd the disease. to Roy four months ago to visit
and sympathy,
was a guest at this office Tues- respect, corrQw
great
success
for progression an
parents,
and
sisters
brothers
her
Funeral services were held at
in failing ing seems all a mistake.
She has long been
day. She was enroute from Moson the ranch six miles getting the American idea forma
lives
who
Hisddeath resulted foom Pneu theCatholie Church conducted
quero, where she attended the Saealth ai came to the hospital
lated by representatives of .alZ
Roy.
;
aabnia
following an attack of Flu by Pr. Felix Vachon. Interment southwest of
tw-weeks ago, for' am (operation
funeral of her brother-in-lathe principal nations and placed
Roy
ill
in all absut three in the
Cemtary.
mhkh. wet the last laope for her lie was
Don Bradley.
Miss Grace Worley was a guest before the world as a part of the
the surgeon's knife eould not a-- weeks .having partly recovered
of her sisters Miss Mae, at Mills terms of Peace. The President'!
e
from Flu before its terrible aily
Will Mitchell will conduct the
J. C. Andrix, the new
vail and 4ke was taken away.
work abroad is one of the greatover Sunday. ' ' Inspector for eastern 2J.M.
Paxten ranch this summer and is
She was born at Selme, Alaba niévelo '.Hid. V
est achievements in Americas
called on the Roy P. O. Saturday, ma, March. 23d, 1857. .oenfessed -- fie .w&s born in Covert Kansas selling his farming outfit. See
Mrs. Dr. Brady .came down History, and with the centuriet
ilie is strong with the Office force her Savior ind united with the April lUh 1892, and caree hese his bill in this issue.
from Dawson Monday to attend it may even come tó rank as first,
for the reason th&t he saw the Disciples at Mt. Zion., Kei. tucky, from Giiiah una 10 years Ago. lie
the funeral of her friend Mrs. R. There are many who would
in a Rtsiaursnt.
.disadvantage and inadequate .re- in August, 13300. She wes mar- was a homesteader and worked
temper our rejoicing by remind"Wnltpr.
of water, W. Boulware.
muneration and other things they ried to Richard W. Souiware, at the JJawsqn mines while get- - I Want to l.rliiK inc ;ithisjtmss
ing
us that the League of Natsouii."
with six ÍHg a start. He had a line home
ihave tried to explain to the de- - Feb. 11th, 11801.
whi
ions
Tucum-carhas not been accepted as yet
S. Floersheim went to
i
'
partnient and offered to recom-.men- d children,
four sons and two ou his claim and was prospering
Miss Inez Howie arrived Sunon a busjn.ess trip last week- that if adopted in present form
splendidly..
'
íemelial measures.
daughters survive her.
day
from
Colorado
Springs
to
it would be far from perfect, an
t
end returning Monday.
May 3rd. .1915. he Vas married visit her sister, Mrs.
Elmer,
The sons,aá-Carlys- le,
Earl
Baum.
that no matter in what form if.
'
Excitement over oil and
Richard and John, all at home to Mías Edna Hughbanks, of it is said that Raymond Towers
finally becomes effective ft hat '
Mosquero
of
was
Tinker,
Fred
union-wa- s
blessed
.minium is running high at
Mrs. Guy Mitchell and Mrs. (Geor Dawson. The
also
interested in her visit.
k
in Roy Monday with a fonr horse not the power to change human
They hawe two dnlle ge Mitchell, abo in the same with two children, Donold Lee
team
after a lead of supplies he nature.
mcunc community. Two infant grand aged 3 and Ella Florence aged2,
tnere ann assays ux
get ljere. it' was a long Of course, such observation!
could
these other relatives
inspiring. , The psychology ot
nj1(jrf areamong the bereawd Besides
are true. But a greater truth k
trip
such roads.
over
who mourn his los3 are his parhas reached Roy and started the ones.
that the elder statesmen of th.
Roy Chapter has on hand a
.ootoimsts to dreamkg dreams,; The funeril was held at thé ents Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bradley
B. H. Smith, of Kephart. is world satfdown together and and seeing visions. It js said am Residence Tuesday, March 4&. Three brothers., two of tvhomare dozen Red Cross Service Badges a new 'addition to our growing greed upon a constitution
for
Co. is invesFrance in the Army, and one for ladies. The requirements are
expert for the
.eanducted by Rev. O. VV. Hearn. in
of readers out in that part of peace-f- or
the first in the whole
list
lii&esi
.
sister, Miss Nanalee Bradley and generally understoo'd and all who
tía ting, sil along their
Beautiful floral .tributes from
Union County. Some time we-- history of mankind. And a still
host of friends. He was á good wish such badges are requested
a
the Ma- from
and
friends
iw&ny
will have a new county with greater truth is that the twelve '
The Roy Barbar Shop Las sold Borfe Lodge of Roy .adorned the itizen. a good neighbor, and a to make application eithtr by
them in it and Roy will be more hundred million people whom
.good Christian yonng man.
jn
person
Execuor
letter
to
the
held
all
which
aiin. &
these statesmen represented ai
casket
white
useful than ever to them.
P
manager
His wife and children will be tive Committee which will pass
going
to have a League of ;Nat- "v
ed with him in the enterprise.
wit-- her parents at.Dawson unT T?or..-lrí"
T'l i
on the claims of such applicants.
a
o
r.?
fnend.
and
yanaw,
x.
auu
mother
jl
tt V0Cliar:l OI l tí.Ctí
yiiauuuii,
inns
nuij
In future it will be know, as,
til she decides as to the future.
The badges are very attractive read the
''
in
the tuture "whether or no.
iwj
lntenmeni was at luc
and t vv II
.
i UK i . i r
held
at
were
services
and
will
cost
Funeral
applicant
wi
the
l.o0
o'
through the persuasion
"Casey We have lived to see great
Cemetery. Many, ineiwts were
be remodeled, and extensive im- the residence Sunday at 4 P. M. which is the price , charged the White", who got his money.
as-come to pass. W.hat was
and
sympathy
with
present
provemehts made in the fixtures,
conducted by Elder Tinker, who Chapter for them.
an
ideal
for (is five years ago-aones.
bereaved
the
for
Beecher Boharinon will distance
brought a message of comfort
Two nephews of Pablo Branch ideal which many derkled-becam- s
A call comes from Denver 'for
u
still preside at the Barber Chair
and hope to the bereaved ones:
were here from Wyoming last a plan in the Presidents immortthe
give
to
Red
añd
Cnss knitters or making a week, visitors' at the Branch al
and wilt continue
Internment was made at the
CoJ Vlíte Franic Scíiultz,
Fourteen Propositions. And
quota of knitfcud garments.
public the benefit of , his tonsorial Bu Joonson abandoned the auto Bradley. Cemetery.
home. They are railroad men and what vvas then apian has become
The call is for 25Shauls,
skill.
land went to Mosquero Monday on
after a short visit with realativés a program in the Twenty-si- x ArTheught.
Daily
1,0 Muffiers,
Edmond
s
A fine lot of Cigars, iobaccoes,
the
R
f
s
i . .
they returned ticles of Pari- s- written by the
in lucumcan
Yhíw is tlic porl'iuiie uf h'. vulc .liTils
50 pairs chiidrens Socks. home.
Candies, and soft drinks Will be sale. The road e got too many
"
same hand. And what is now a
Soccau s.
for them.
program will become a world
Mrs. F, A. Roy, Gbm. of the
and with Mr. Kilmurray's jovia
The Towers Brothers are
C.
Mrs.
childM.
and
Gonzales
"will
performance
knitting
committee,
be at
of increasing Magto
;
orders fo" Monuments and Floersheimb tore Saturday, Mar. ren left Saturday for Alamosa, nitude and beauty when
smile and ceady wit, it ought
Vt
nxra n
t
the natf
well
Ws.
business as
uLJC a i.w..vrous
Colorado for an extended stay. ions all swing in together, banr!-il ' -- t'
ill
n
for all who sale
e
n a real
hand,
II Her daughter, who lives there is
before
this
hew
confes.livp.rsions and a- social at stock
seriously-il'- .
'
sion of human brotherhood.
'
'
erty
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Don Bradley
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THE

rOEEIGN

AN EPITOPE OF
LATE LIVE

.

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

More than 100 coal mines In ret- plialla have been closed on account of
the general strike called by the Spur

IÍÉVS

..-.taca us.
Queen Helena of Italy has been in
Paris to see her father, King Nlvholar
of Montenegro. She was acconinied
by her daughters, Including Princess

CONDENSED
RECORD OP THS
4
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

Volandu.-

'

-

WESTERN

SECURE FñRLl IIOV

h

,

Western Canada

Western Newspaper t'nlon News

HervW-e-

With a war deficiency tax of $."00,- Former Premier Wekerle of, Hun111
It) bulldhiK
000,000
the six f New
old
of
the
gary and other officials
the outlook for lead is
Hungarian regime are to be placed oil England states
'
trial In connection with their war Improved, especially so, as an effort
being
to resume building Immade
Is
Budapest.
from
ALL
FROM
SOURCES crimes said a dispatch
provements to & view to the toiler emThe "daylight Saving" plan, whereby
new being re
the clocks of Great Britain ore set ployment of the labor
leased from tli armed forces of the
on
year
go
this
Into
effect
abend,
will
I
N
SAYINGS, D O
0 $, ACHIEVEcountry and from the shipyards, amMarch 30th, it was officially anmunition plants and other war activiMENTS. SUFFERINGS, HOPES
renounced. The regular time will be
ties. Copper, the leading dividend metAND FEARS OF MANKIND.
sumed on September 28th.,
al, will probably rest ut 1" cents per
Dr. Friederlch Adler, who assassi- pound before It resumes an upward
nated Premier Stuergkh at Vienna In tendency.. It Is now Selling In small
WeMern Nwjipr VnloB News terries.
UMfl, has been proclaimed President of
lots at 15.75 up to 10.5 rents. Standing
WESTERN
republic by the H loss of close to 10 cents a pound the
the German-AustriaA slight earthquake' In San Frandefense troops outside the town lmll,
French government, It Is understood,
elcu-'
Vik riiimnffO
Iti rimnntoH
according to reports from Vlena.
has resold some of It biddings of
California will launch a referendum
'oiiy pounds of wheat flour Is being American copper Which had been de
movement against national prohibition, sold In Moscow for 800 rubles ami sug- livered atfalnsl the fulfillment of orders
'f- was announced In 8an Francisco by
ar is 50 rubles a pound, with both for finished war piaterluls recently
the executive committee of the Cali- commodities virtually unobtainable.' canceled. Arrangeiiiintit will probably
fornia Urape Protective Association.
Starving horses which fall In the be made, however, to handle all foreigWilliam II. Thompson wag renomi- streets are stripped of their flesh be- n-owned
copper In this country In
nated for mayor In the Republican pri- fore they are cold. Money Is of little the same manner a if that held at vamary In Chicago by an estimated plu- value and Jewels and works of. art rious plants for the account of the fedrality over Judge Harry Olson, the Re- bring little when traded.
eral government. Important strides In
publican, harmony candidate, of apmust fight the treacherous this direction should be accomplished
"We
proximately 40,000 votes.
Poles to the last soldier." This Is the this week. All of the governnient-owneV- l
Twenty-simen, are In Jail at Seattle dictum M. Trotzky, Russian Bolshevik
copper was bought ut 20 cents
awaiting trial In the tttate courts on minister of war, sent from the Perm fixed price, and disposition of It at
charges of criminal anarchy In connec- front to the Smolensk-Minsresale, no matter bow effected, Willi be
headquartion with the recent general strike of ters, whence the troops have been or- ut material loss. The producers, howorganized labor. The arrest of six addered to advance on Paranovlchl. ever, will not share this loss In any
ditional men la sought on similar com- Trotzky is anxious to give the Poles way.
plaints.
what he terms "a lesson," as he esNew Mexico.
,
A masked and armed man wearing pecially hates Paderewski.
a soldier's uniform, who was shot and
Oil has been struck about' twonty
An American warship has arrived In
fatally wounded In Oakland by a po- Lisbon roads. Absolute quiet prevails miles southeast of Deduian In the
liceman In what was said to have been In Lisbon, where the Republican guard course of boring for water. It was
an attempted vault robbery, wus Iden- Is patrolling the streets. Naval Lieu- reached at a depth of 375 feet and It
tified a short time after the shoot-,ln- tenant Snlguiro was appointed civil is reported that tTie proportion of oil
as Thornton U. Rollins, former governor of the city on the return of to the water obtained Is about one
student of the University of Chicago. the minister of war from Oporto. The part to three. It has not yet been deThe women of America must fight President of the republic has signed a termined whether this proportion will
hold, nor how strong the flow of the.
for a league of nations which will put decree dissolving the national coj
an end to all wars and world suicide. gress. Elections will be held April,. well Is. The combined fluid does not
'
reach the surface of the ground, but
Tills was the keynote of an tyldress
SPORT
found
will have to be pumped If it
delivered to several hundred women
Though clearly outfought and out- that the value of the oil will pay for
of Idaho, Wyoming and Utah at a
the start, Johnny Noye, that process.
'
luncheon In, Salt Lake by Mm. I'hlllp pointed from
gained a deci'lightweight,
St.
Paul
North Moore, president of the Xatlonul
sion over Solly Burns at Des Moines
Wyoming.
Council of Women.
on a foul In the eighth round of their
Wyoming Oil ComGlenhursf
Six Japanese have Incorporated the
The
bout.
scheduled
pany has resumed drilling on Its well
Japanese Cotton Factory of Hawaii
'By J heir defeat of the football team on Section 31, Big Muddy. The hole
with a capital of $.'K),000 and have bethe' 4th division at Cobleu. the 80th
of
hopgun operations on a small scale,
stands now ut a depth of better than
champions of the 3rd 3,000
ing to encourage the production of cot- division became
feet and officers of the comof
honor
to
army,
them
the
fulls
and
pany, ns well as experienced oil men,
ton In the islands. Cultivation of cotnrmy of occupation at
believe that the sand is to be tapped in
ton was started seven yeurs ago on representing tji
Olympic games at the
a few days.
the Island of Hawaii, but owing to thf the A. E. F.
'
near
Parts.
fact that manufacturing facilities were spring meet
The Reliance Oil Company lias comMembers of the Chicago Amerlcaus
lacking the Industry languished.
menced drilling again near Douglas
The Cheyenne River reservation In- who .deserted the club lust season to after a shutdown since before the first
dians in South Dakota at a leneral engage In shipbuilding will be Invited of the yejjr, during which time the
to return, "Kid" Glenson, the success- hole was cemented and the water
council have voted to oppose a moveor of Clarence 'Rowland In the man- successfully shut off. The drillers aré
setto
open
reservation
ment to
their
tlers. The movement was Inaugurated agement of the White Sox, announced expecting to strike the oil sands withacin a few hundred feet.
by Indians who "have been granted full on his arrival In Chicago to assume
citizenship. The majority at the gen- tive management of the club.
v
Colorado.
Governor Boyle vetoed the twenty- eral council decided that the opening
.
. .U
A few
bill
boxing
a
minutes
me
tuwuuiu
L.
C.
nimci
O'Brien, representing Chicago
oi ine reservation
bal relations and customs of the Inafter It reached his office. The bill people with copper holdings In Hell's
passed both houses of the Nevada legi- cañón, in tlie Blue Mountain district,
dians.
s
Despondent because of trouble with slature1, but did not have a
has been in Craig making preliminary
relatives, Miss Gertrude Beatty, 28, of majority, In either house,' Indicating arrangements for spring work. This
Omaha offered Dr. Willard Qulgley that any attempt made to puss the bill company will operate- sixty
over the governor's veto will not be
$1,000 If he would give her some medtrucks between their holdings and Craig. The Weber Interests,
icine so she could go out In the woods successful.
operating In the ame section, will use
and "peacefully and painlessly" , end GENERAL
about a dozen large motor trucks and
her. life. Dr. Qulgley fold the police,
Two were killed, thirty seriously
who arrested Miss Beatty. They found Injured with cuts and bruises when the Douglas Mountain Company will
$1,014.50 on her person. She told the four coaches of the Rock
use about the same number., It Is e
tons of
police she had worked at the Union Chicago, Milwaukee 4 St. Paul train tlmuted that around
Pacific 'shops as a mechanic during 301, from Janesvllle, left the rails and daily will be hauled by motor tiocks
the war and had saved the nionpy crashed over a
embank- to the railroad at Craig.
out of her earnings.
Olle Newgard, n miner at the Mary
ment one miltVsouth of Latham Park,
Murphy mine ut. Romero, was caught.
six guiles north of Rockford.
WASHINGTON
at the shaft uid so seSeveral persons connected more than In a cave-iPresident Wilson 1ms signed the bill
riously
crushed
it Is feared he will die.
convent
ago
little
,wlth the
providing $100,000,000 for food relief a decade
at Isadore, near Traverse, lire being .After he vis dug out he was taken to
in Europe and the urgent deficiency
i.. ,1....
sought by county authorities in an ef- Mount Princeton on a pushcar. On account of snowdrifts It was impossible
Hugh Campbell W:allace of Taooma, fort to throw light on the disappear
.
.of Sister Mary Johns, a to reach Buena Vista and he was put
1907
In
ance
by
President
was
nominated
Wash.,
believe, nboard a train for a hospital at SaWilson, to be American ambassador to nun, who, officers say they
lida.
by
to
violence.
her death
France to succeed Ambassador .SJiarp, came
been
to
huTe
known
In the Tellurido district Tomboy
persons
are
Nine
Loss of the big seaplane, No. 3,495,
injured,
seventy-fiv- e
others
Mines Company has decided to
Gold
killed
and
reensigns
with three
of. the naval
&
serve and two machinists, off the Vir- many fatally, when a Baltimore Ohio expend $150,000 In the Immediate erecginia coast has been announced offi- railroad passenger train crashed into a tion of a modern flotation plant on the
double-heade- r
locomotive at Pittsburg, bid basis: In the opinion of Manager
cially by the Navy Department.
thousands of dollars D. A. Herrón, "It
of
Hundreds
be
said
to
Jhe
Col. Benton Hulstead,
inventor of the first wi king typewrit were spent In Baltimore for liquor by be counted upon to effect a betterment
er and a member of the staff of Gen Wushlngtonians, who came to Balti- of at. least $1 per ton on the present
eral Sherman during the "march to the more In droves and laid in their "per grade of ore," which averages close to
sonal supply" of liquor before PresI
sea," died at his homo In Washington,
$7.50 per ton In gold, silver, copper,
dent
Wilson could sign the revenue bill
In-spelter. Additional profit Is
Centralization of all government
which made the District of Columbia lead and
surance organizations under the direc- bone dry. Streams of automobiles left placed at $12,500 per mouth.
tor of war risk insurance bureau is the capital early. Thousands more took
provided In an amendment to the war
Arizona.
trains, steam and electric. Some came
risk insurunce act passed by the Sen in trucks. It was the biggest one-daPhoenix are Hint the
from
Advices
v
ate.
v
sale of booze In the history of Balti- Green Monster Mining Company at JeThe bill appropriating $750,000,000 more,
i
rome Is not to resume operations ut
for the railroad administration revolvIndiana has stamped out the teach its property until labor becomes cheaping fund In addition to the $500,000,
ing of the German language and the er and conditions are thoroughly sta000 carried In the act which provided trustees and officers of any elemen bilized.
for federal control, was passed by tary school, schools of correctional and
There Is much activity on the es?
the House with fifteen negative votes. benevolent institutions, private and pa
tate of the Grand Pacific Copper ComPresident Carranza has called a con rochlal schoils are subject to fine and pany at Superior. Three shifts are
ference of Mexican consuls stationed Imprisonment If German Is taught;
employed in sinking and in doin border states of the United States Governor Goodrich signed tlyfi McCray ing development work and outputting.
passhortly
its
bill
after
In
regulaEl Paso. Tariff
to be held
A good body of carbonate copper has
tions and le- -' 'iitlon in the Unltl sage by the House of Representatives,
States affecting Mexican Interests will which sets out that the German inn been opened on the A level, which Is
be discussed. ( 'on mil General Andres guage shall not be taught In any of 100 feet below the floor of tunnel
No. '2.
the elementary schools of Indiana.
(J. Garcia of El Paso will preside.
Real ore has been struck at the Calof
Hibben..
Grier
John
President
After adding an amendment for the
repeal of the daylight saving act the Princeton university was decorated by umet & Jerome. Fifty to seventy-fivSenate agrlculturecommlttee ordered the French government with the cross feet from the face of the old tunnel
driven Into the hillside far up above
favorably reported'the $31,000,000 an- of the legion of Honor.
Jews composed 5 per cent.' of tlte the main shaft the diamond drill has
nual agricultural appropriation bill
with committee amendments aproprl-ut- i United States armed forces when the passed twenty feet Into blue schist
armistice was signed, according to fig carrying clinlcopyrlte.
i via rvvn
Operations have been resumed at
Final legislative action was taken on ures issued by the American Jewish
two of the' leading prospects at Jepostoffice appopriation committee.
the
The case of Wlllinm II. Schaefer, rome, the Gadsden nnd the Verde
bill, which carrier $200,000,000 for road
construction during the ' next three promoter, charged with grand larceny combination, No trouble was experiyears. The Senate adopted the confer- In connection with the cloning of four enced by Jack Hooper, superintendent
ence report without a record vote and teen state banks from which $500,000 of the Gadsden, or Dave Morgan, manIs' slated to go bfore the ager of the combination, in recruiting
the measure now goes to President Is missing,
In. Minnesota.
jury
grand
a full force.
I
t Wilson.
"
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Off ers Oppor-

Western Newpiipr t.iitoii News Service.
Objection to the announced inten-

'

The desire to have, a piece of land
of o"? own is a natural instinct In
the heart of every properly developed
man and woman. In. earlier years, on
account of the great areas of land
available In the United States, no great
difficulty was experienced by any ambitious settler" who wished to become
his own landholder, but the rapid
lnc! asé In population, combined with
the corresponding rise In the price of
land, hys completely changed this conago
dition. Land which a generation
might be had for homesteadlng, now
commands prices ranging to $100 an
acre and over. At such prices It Is
quite hopeless for the city man with
limited capital, to attempt to buy a
farm of his own. To pay for It becomes a lifelong task, and the probability is that he will never do more

than meet the Interest charges.

If

he Is serious In his desires to secure
a farm home he must look to countries where there is still abundant
fertile land available at moderate cost,
and where these lands are to be purchased on terms wliich make it possible for the settler with small capital to become a farm "owner as the
result of a few years' labor. He will
also want land In a country where
the practices of the people are similar to those to which he has been acr
customed; a tountry with the same
language, same religion, same general
habits of living, with laws, currency,
weights and measures, etc., based on the
same principles as those with which
he is familiar. He wants a country
where he can buy land from $20 to
$40 an acre which will produce as
big or bigger crops as those he has
been accustomed to írcm lands at $100
an acre. He wants this land where
social conditions will be attractive to
himself and family, and where he can
look forward with confidence to being
in a few years Independent, and well
started on the road Jo financial success.
All these conditions he will find In
western Canada. The provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba
provide the one and only answer to
The land Is there;
the
It Is the kind of land he wants; the
conditions are as nearly Ideal as Is
possible, and the prices and terms are
such that the man of moderate capital has an opportunity not available
Land values are
to him elsewhere.
going to increase, bnt Itwlll largely
depend on how well the soil can be
used, and the modern farmer Is usln
It each year to better advantage.
But those who are on the ground
and come closest to the heart of the
farming sections are convinced that no
material decrease in value Is In sight.
Indeed, they are almost unanimous In
believing that we shall see a strong
real estate market for fertile land,
with prices maintained ; and as development and further equipments are
added the prices on the open market
may be expected to show a further increase as the years go on up to the
limit of income plus what men are
willing to pay to possess an attractive
home.
,
Someone once said : "Never sell
short on the United States. You will
lose every time." And this applies to
those who are inclined to believe that
the future of farm values Is in doubt.
The American farmer is going forward, not backward, and the same
may be said of the Canadian farmer,
land-hungr-

Advertisement.

tion of the government to retain- control of the, railroads for a
period of five years Is voiced In a, Joint
resolution Introduced In the House of
Representatives by A. H., Carter of
Hoeorro county and Win. E. Blnnclmrd
of Lincoln county.
of. Do
The Teachers' Association
Baca county is to meet ut Tullían,
March 28 nnd 20, for education discussions. The Socorro County Teachers'
Association Is scheduled to hold Its
meeting ApYll 4 and 5, and San Marcial will .probably be selected as the
place.
Airplanes may soon be seen In New
Mexico In great numbers, If the district forester and the federal deportment at Washington decides to adopt
the recommendations, for their use In
the nallonul forests of this dlsir
which were adopted by the district, supervisors, who met at Albuquerque.
With public apology to Senator
Kelnhurg, given personally by Senator
Smith In the Senate, and accepted by
that body, a dispute arising out' of un
uttack, on the lonu,Anu county senator In the Clayton News of which
Smith Is editor and owner, has been

Canton, Ohio. "I suffered from s
female trouble which, caused me much
swienng, and two

doctora decided
that I would bava

l!,lll!!

Ml

to go through an
operation before I
could

get well.

"My mother, who
had been helped by

LydiaE.Pinkhana

Vegetable

Com-

pound, advised m

to try it before aub- -'
milting to an operation. Jt relieved ma
from mv troubles
eo I can do my house work witiiout any
difficulty, I advise any woman who fa
afflicted with female troubles to give

Lydia E. Pinkhara'a Vegetable

Com-

pound a trial and it will do aa much for
them." Mrs. Maris Boyd, 1421 6th
St, N. E., Canton, Ohio.
Sometimes there ara aerloru conditions where a hospital operation is the
only alternative, but on the other hand
ao many women have been cured by thia
f tmona root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkbam'a Vegetable Compound, after
doctora have aaid that an operation waa
necessary every woman who want
to avoid an operation should give it

fair trial before submitting to such
'
trying ordeal.
. If complications exist, write to Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mess.,
for advice. The result of many years
experience ia at your service.

formally settled and the Incident is
.'
'j.l. .a
bow considered closed
Up Against It
A large, quantity of stamps and a
"There n';ver was a philosopher yet
sum of money were stolen from the who could endure the toothache papostoffice at Fenidule, N. M., by
tiently."
who broke into the building, ac"And that's tough, for the average
cording to u report received from the professional philosopher hasn't enough,
Ferndale postmaster.
The report money to go to a dentist." Louisville
.
failed to give the value of the stamp
,
and money taken. No tract of the
robbers has been secured to' dute.
For vour daughter's sake, use Red
Two yonng Texans were arrested Cross Bag Blue in the laundry. She
near Seneca following receipt by tht will then have that dainty,
appearance that girls admire. 5c.
sheriff of a' circular announcing the
theft of a Dodge car by a boy and
To Soften Paint Brushes.
girl who were believed to be bended
brushes have been allowed
paint
If
apprewhen
youngsters
The
west
liard, they can be
lo
get
and
dry
Dennies-Webhended gave their names as
in J he following manner: Heat
Dillon. The sherlfi
and
til-- .'
came ou from Qunuuh and" returned orne vinegar to boiling point and
for
in
to
simmer
it
'ow
brushes
the
them to their homes.
j
ibout ten minutes. Then wash then
Lieutenant-Governor
Pan key, ut the .veil in strong soapuds.
conclusion of n session, of tl.s statt
Senate ut which he presided nnd beCatarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
fore which legislation affecting the by local application
tliey cannot reach
livestock industry had been pending, the dlneaaed portion of the ear. There I
way
Deafnen,
cure
one
Catarrhal
to
only
Mexico
said that he believed the New
and that la by a constitutional remedy.
Cattle and Horse Growers' Association HALL'S CATARRH MEDJCINE acts
till Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
bad done more for the advancement through
of the' System. Catarrhal Deafness
of the cuttle Industry In New Mexico caused by an - Inflamed' condition of. the
'
mucous lining- of the Eustachian Tub.
.
than any other agency.
When this tube Is Inflamed you have a
sound or Imperfect hearing, and
The topic of conversation in Las rumbling
when It Is entirely cloned. Deafness is the
Cruces Is rapidly centering on olli result. Unless the Inflammation can be re- duced and this tube restored to Its norThis Is due largely to the new well mal
condition, hearing may be destroys
being put down in El Paso ana tn forever. Many cases of Deafness are
by Catarrh, which Is an inflamed
Texas,
caused
big excitement throughout west
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
Filings are being made very rapidly
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
on the vacant lands along the mesa ease of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
by HALL'S CATARRH
cured
be
between El Paso and Las Cruces and MEDICINE.
free.-Fthere is, already talk of a company to All J. Cheney ftTSc.Co..Circulars
Toledo. Ohio.
put down a prospect well there.
Correspondence.
The health officers of ' Sun Juan
What are von doimr?"
'county, N. M., lifted the quarantine
"Wrttliig to my son In college."
over the county that has been In ef"But that's a check you're writing."
fect against influenza, 'and the town
"Welir
boards at Aztec and Farmlngton have
taken similar actions. The school at
Time for all war workers to turn
Aztec and Farmlngton have opened.
The county school board held a meet- to prnetlcnl occupations.
ing, and decided not to open the county schools again this term.
Proposals io double the pay of members of the Legislature nnd raise thf
Colds and grip leave thousands with
salary of the speaker from $5 to $li weak kidneys and aching backs. The
kidneys have to do most of the work of
per day and to amend the constituThey
fighting off any germ disease.
tion relative to the compensation ol
wenken slow up, and you feel dull, irstate officers' were effectively disheadaches,
nave
ritable, or nervous
dizziness, backache, sore joints and irposed of for the remainder of the sesregular kidney action. Then the kidsion when W'"- K- - Blnnclmrd moved
neys need prompt help. Use Doan's
Thursduy afternoon to reconsider the Kidney Pills. Thounanos praise Doan's
for quick, satisfactory results.
vote by whleji the two resolutions had
been voted down njid to lay them on
Case
1 the table,
.
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Feel Lame and Achy?

-

.

A New Mexico

'

Experts.
"Well, Sam. Ao you glad to get out

W.

the supervision of the Naa
Association,
Tuberculosis
tional
of the army?"
study Is to bu mude of the Indigent
"I sho' Is, boss,"
"It wasn't a bard life, I hope?"
consumptive. coming to the Southwest
"Naw, sab! De life Itself wasn't so In search of employment and.n chance
,
wird, but I ain't had a nickel to spend to regain health. Dr. Severance
since de Lawd knows when. Dem niga lieutenant In 'the United States
gers In my regiment didn't know army, now on special detail; for the
aothln' about drillin' an' salutln' de United States Public Healtli Service
cap'n when (ley got to camp, but dey
in New Mexico, bus been made secresho' had a lot o' experience In shootln'
tary of a commission' t investigate
mips." Birmingham
the problem of The, Indigent nilgratory

Main-
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GREEN'S

m

OMTIOO

Fertile Land at Moderate Cost, With
Social and Other Advantages That
,"

BOYD

V0IÜED

New Mexico

Mean So Much, Will Soon
Be Taken Up.

KOTOS.

Gathered From All Over

tunity to the Ambitious.

NEWS,

n

-

r"rrr
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MINING AND OIL

Pithy News Ítems

AUGUST FLOWER

Has been used for all ailments that
are caused by a disordered stomach
and inactive liver, such as sick headconstipation, sour stomach,
ache,
nervous Indigestion, fermentation of
food, palpitation of the heart caused by
gases in the 'stomach. August Flower
is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
both- - in stomacli and intestines, cleans
and sweeten the stomach" aad alimentary canal, stimulates the liver to secrete the bile and impurities from the
blood. Sold in all civilized countries.
Give It a trial. Adv.
,

Occasional Lapses.
Mrs. Iongwoqd Can you alwnys believe what your husband tells you?
Mrs. Justwed Not always, but sometimes. When be says he Isn't worthy
of me.

consumptive.

j

-

Sentiment Is rapidly crystaljzing In
the state Legislature and among state
officials In New Mexico In favor of
uetive measures for vigorous
with the federal government In
whatever program may be finally
broader reclamation
adopted for
plans and for providing homes for soldiers who have served In tie war with
Germany. Recent advices from Wash
ington have made It plain that the
Lane plan of soldier homesteads and
reclamation, or soine similar program,
will be adopted by tho expiring Con
gress, or as one of the first actions
of Its successor.
The Children's Home Society, with

Its receiving home in Albuquerque, Is
doing a great work In finding neglected children and placing theni In
good family homes. The list of cuses
In January shows up large and varied,
Suited to His Trade.
among
them being many Sables made
"What a strapping fellow that man
others are
yonder Is!" "He ought to be. He's a orphans by the "flu" while
- '
by parents.
deserted
maker."
harness
Governor l4irrazolo will have bis
name perpetuated by u county of Lar- C-- ca
Year
Cz:z razolo under the terms of a bill In
trodueed in the House by Venceslao
Re.?.s&
TW
cents at
Just Bre Comfort.
Vo 8mrtlng
Romero. The county seat of the pro
ItmnfiH or BialL Writ for free r Boo.
El BKMÜÜQX COCUtCAUO posed c"itv is given us Meirose.
.
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N. Bloxom,
St-- i
CarlsN. M., says:

"About four years
ago my kidneys
were In bad shape.
My back was so
lame and stiff I
hardly get
could
around.
time I tried to bend
over, sharp, darting
pains would catch
in my oacK anu
i"e ,",1

Every

B,ralgh,en-

-

yykA

"w.
ncys were in
shape, ' too, When li began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills. This medicine
helped me quickly and two boxes rid
me of the trouble."
Get Dean's at Any Stare, 60e a Baa

DOAN'S- WAV
FOSTER MILBURN

CO-

BUFFALO. N. Y.

One Treatment

withXuticura
Clears Dandruff

,

Tlri 9,

AH
Patrrit BMptS. Oint.tt A V.
Ktmn'r mch fro of "(nrtlnrft, Dept. B, tttta."

PATENTS

WftUnn K.rnlmtn,WMfc
Ington.Jt.G. Hooks frtH.
Beel reta. I

Adding and Calculating
Machines
New and second hand. Guaranteed
machines at lowest prices,

MOUNTAIN SALES AGENCY
201 E. & C. Bldg, Denver, Cole.

Irritating Coughs

Promptly treat coughs, colds, tosrsenees,
broiichiiit and similar inflamed and
condition! of the throat with a tested remedy

r

k

STOMACH UPSET?

r

PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN AT ONCE ENDS

KV

DYSPEPSIA, ACIDITY, OAS,
INDIGESTION,

1

1-

CnOÍJ íí Mi iteU. Mb
What

ROADS

the Cause of
Baqkache ?

'

I

BY DOCTOR CORNELL
Tour meals hit back ! Your stomach
is sour, acid, gassy and you feel bloat
Backache Is perhaps the most comed after eating or you have heavy DRAINAGE
ÍS BIG 'ESSENTIAL mon, ailment from which women
'.
lumps of Indigestion pain or headache,
Rarely do you find anybody free
but never isiul Here Is Instant relief. Side Ditches Should Be Amply Largs from
It. Sometimes the cause Is obto Carry Off Water as Rapidly
scure, but Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
As It Enters.
a high medical authority, says the
cause Is very often a form of catarrh
(Prepared by tho United States Depar
that settles in the delicate membranes
, mem ot Agriculture.)
of the feminine organs. When these
xne only reason lor crowning a organs are Inflamed, the first symproad surface Is to enable It to shed tom Is backache, accompanied by bear-la- g
wnter, and unless effective means are
down sensations, weakness, un- provided for disposing of the water healthy discbarges, irregularity,- painafter it Is drained off the surface ful periods. Irritation, headache ucd
n
Any
condition:
crowning will be of very little, It any, a general
advantage. The side ditches should woman In tills condition Is to be
but pity does not cure. , The
be amply large and should have suf- flclent'fall to carry the water awav trouble Calls for Dr. Pierce's Favorite
as rapidly as it enters them,- - and Prescription, which 1s a separate and
"
inev snon ii nnvp nnriptd at all nnn. """-'It i made of roots and herbs pet up
Don't stay upset! Eat a tablet of yenlent points. Cross drains or cub
Pape's Dlapepsln and Immediately the verts should be constructed wherever without alcohol or opiate of any kind, for
Dr. Pierce, usea nothing else in his pre
indigestion, gases, acidity and all stomemption, favorite Prescription is nat
ach distress ends.
for women, for the vegetable
Pape's Dlapepsln tablets are the sur
growths of which it ia made aeem to have
been intended by Nature for that very
est, quickest stomach relievers In the
purpose.
Thousand of girls and women,
world. They cost very little at drug
suf-ter-
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Brooklyn, having fun with Mm of the 80,000 German helmets
that have neeh'
Xl
Kven each purchaser of a $10,000 bond.
Tnine V1t0ry ,0,,n cnn,l,,,u:
k
7 Jv01? "
te
8vwn,uent.
practice trip off the Atlantic coast.
C.ntrflCt
, if a(l?
íeí
famouidt,ref on ' 'SPWe of nations before the French senate and chamber of
chiefs
peace congress and other notables.

.

Hi,

.

.

t

fr

eTuS

.

stores,

Adv.

foung and old, have taken it, and thousands
have written grateful letters to Dr. Pierce
ying it made them well.
In taking
FOorite Prescription, it is reassuring to
know that it goes straight to the tause of
the trouble. There is but one wayN to ,
overcome sickness, and that is to overcome
the caune. That is precisely what Favor-TA- :t

'

,

..

Not That Kind of a Worm.
Mrs. Knags Yes, if yer wasn't sich
ernment for some time yet, The allied to send troops Into Bavaria, but the
hlnslgnUlcnnt, miserable lit
OF nations agreed, to It but the United soviet government In Munich threat tle hldle,
worm, you'd be glvln me n turn wl'
States reserved the right to object to ened to execute ten prominent, citizens this mangle.
;
j
'
provisions for the demolition of the
,
mis were tione..
Knags Well, dearest,, I hndmirs as
Send 10c- for trial pkg. of Tablets.
defenses of the Kiel canal and Ilelgo-lan-d
ow I'm d worm ; but, you see, I'm not
Address Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
and their neutralization? and to
Those who have never placed any one o' Ihem sort" what turns. EdinConstipated women, as well as men. are
the transfer of the German cables to rami in the genuineness of the Gerlpnn burgh Scotsmaii.
advised by Dr. Pierce to take his Pleasant
the allies. The reasons for objecting revolution of InsKaotumn were mot
Pellets. They are just splendid for
President Wilson Argues for, a were not made public.
surprised to read that the monarchists RHEUMATISM
IS PAIN
of that country were preparing for a
League of Nations and the'
ONLY, RUB IT AWAY
The Kitchen Paradox.
xiic cuiiiuiiKNion mat i$ working on coup d'etat in the near future for the
(, ,
Senate Pebates It.
"We have a paradoxlcul cook."
tne question of representation has restoration of the old order of thlnes,
"What kind Is that?"
been making swift progress.
Tho general stuff with the-olIt Is r
officer Instant relief from pain, soreness, stiff.
"She is a rare cook, yet all her
ported that the amount Germany will class are asserted
ness following a rubbing with
gradually
cooking Is well done."
be called on to pay has been reduced gained the whip hand and uow hold
"St. Jacobs Liniment."
OfPeilEIITS STAII03G FI3M f bout 80 per cent from the original the government in their power
and In.
'
Unavoidable Sometimes.
totnJ of the demands, but tills fact tend to overthrow It. A number of
Stop "dosing" rheumatism.
Manager You are, of course, strict
will not afford, the Huns much consoIt's pain only; not one case in fifty
royalist officers met. recently In
ly sober?
Peace. Delegates Approaching Agree
lation." The cut was mado because it
according to the story, and requires Internal treatment.
Rub
Applicant Yes, sir, often.
ment on Question of Reparation-Germa- ny
was recognized that the greater the pledged themselves to hold munitions
soothing, penetrating "St. Jacobs Llnl, Good Road Middle Is
Kept High and
Indemnity the greater must be tlw op In readiness, to enlist as many men ment" right on the "tender spot." and
Torn by Civil Strife
t
Water Drains to Sides,
Plenty of exercise, freshair,
portunlty given Germany to do busi- - loyal to the former kniser as possible by the time you say Jack Robinso- nand Royalist Plan Coup
ness
In
out
comes
It
Is
get.
to
the
to
desirable
order
money
regular hours is all the predrainage
rheumatic
pain
dispny
to
the
transfer
to
and
and
Trou-"when
called.
assemble
The
vd'Etat Labor
1
the debt. The British urge that the coup,. It Is believed, will be carried tress. "St. Jacobs Liniment" conquers water across the road, and they should
bles Here and
you need to avoid
scription
entire cost of the war should oe as out In Berlin, and It Is certain that Cain! It Is a harmless rheumatism usually be provided with end or wing
Abroad.
unless through
Influenza
sessed against the Gerjnnns; the bloody civil waf will result, whatever liniment which never disappoints and walls for protecting the slopes of the
otherwise,
neglect
or
a cold
agree
French
doesn't
embankment.
burn
skin.
When
the
with
It
the
tmln,
this,
material
takes
may
but want set
be the final outcome. The former
By EDWARD W. PICKARO.
tlement first for damages In violation army officers are a power to be reck-gn- soreness and stiffness from aching composing the roadbed Is likely to be gets you. Then take at
That unlessHhe United States joins of International law and payment" of
with In Prussia, and It may be Joints, muscles and bones; stops sci springy, a system of longitudinal un- once
the league of nations Chaos will re- the fest If and when possible; Ibo their efforts will
may be found necessary
by the nu- atica, lumbago, backache, neuralgia
be
sult; that the Mouroe doctrine Is safe Americans have' held that reparation merous members of ahled
ana
to
swelling.
proper
reduces
secure
drainage. In con
the old regime
because the constitution of the league should be demanded only
Limber up! Get a small trial bottle structing a road, of any type what
for wanton who. still retain their- places In the
expands it to cover the world 'and the destruction. The compromise plan
honest "St. Jacobs Lini ever, It should be constantly borne
departments of the govern- of
that
signatory nations will be Obligated will be adopted probably will be such various
ment" from any drug store, and In a In mind that adequate and continu
QUININE
socialmajority
Berlin,
ment
at
under
CASCARf.
1o uphold It; that it is practically 1m
that Germany's Industrial recovery ist chiefs, William Hohenzollern not moment you'll be ' free from pains. ally effective drainage is absolutely
possible to amend the draft of the shall not be too swift,
at the expense long ngo had a conference with Count aches and stiffness. Don't sufferl Rub necessary If the road is to be main
league plan that was adopted ; that the of France and Belgium. '
rheumatism away. Adv.
tained In good condition- The matter von Brockdorft-Rahtzan- ,
the German"
Standard eaid remedy for M yeeri in tablet
limitations or the size of the army of the Franco-Gemiafoi m
breaks up a cold
fa. Nn, no opiate
frontier was foreign minister, and was said after34 houre - relieves grip ia S day. Money
la
and navy Imposed by the league would still unsettled last week, but It seemed ward to be extraordinarily cheerful.
The Safe Side.
WORKING ON DIXIE HIGHWAY
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Plumlee Hospital

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds f.msic
One can but wonder when
reading much of tht most inter- Class. $5.00 per month, two
New Mexico.
ROY,
esting records in the Bible and
noting that much of it has to do at Mrs. Crowe's. 3 EE HER.
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What a lot of republican pa
pers need just now more than
ever before is to expunge the
word "Precedent" from their vo
eibulary and sabstitute "Vision"
for it. This old world is, going
ahead, over a new road and it is
essential to look ahead and, keep
in
jour eyes on the World-Idealooking
back at
steab of ever
precedent. Worship of precedent has kept all too many people walking backwarlclojking at
its light instead of seeing around
and ahead BY it. Ideals, the
highest of human ideato was our
one and only motivé in the war,
and they are1 the incentive to a
righteous peáce.
Tibe present conditions never
before existed in the history of
maov why then insist on measuring them by a precedent that belongs with the Sphinx and other
relics of dawning civilization.
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More School Truth by
Lola Marie Harmon.

Next .to the devastation
wrought by tne Untrained
teachers in the rural schools her
influence is most frequently felt
n the primary department of
che village schools,. It has ever
.TV brazen attempt to rearrange
districts 'of the state been the belief of the unknow-- .
fbr the benefit of the republican! ing that any one who could reaa
issseen in the resolution introduc and write could teach the little
ed'in the house by Ortega. The folks, and it was not until recent
years that the cities realized the
proposal would cut out one
introublesome intermediate grades
would make seven
stead of eight districts, as at and weak upper classes were
present, throwing the Democrat due to a wrong start.
ic counties into districts where It is easier to form good habits
there is an overwhelming Repub- hin to correct bad ones, and
lican strength, thus cutting off the good primary teaher makes
the Democrats from any chance the educational pathway of her
cl electing their officers to tht pupils easy by equipping thnm
position of Judges of such dis- with right idea3 and right meth-Dd- s
tricts..
of work, while the bungler
Crooked?, yes, but they do it. starts her vicims down ' a rocky
nad handicapped by wrong
tiie-jircliei-
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El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Jack P. Mills, U.S.

Commis-sone-

r.

at Solano is still on the
job and ready to do all the work
from Mosquero, Solano ind surrounding territory. Soldier and

I will offer at Public Auction, Sailors work free. Always go
át my farm 3i miles Northwest to your nearest Commissoner.
bf Solano 7 SE. of Roy, N.M., on Office my home 4 miles S.W.
at
of Soano.

J. B. LUSK

BAPTIST

Solano N. M.

J. P. Mills,

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
at the Catholie
4th Sundays
Roy, NM.
Church.
-

Masses:
.Service

NEW MEXICO

Y. P. S. C. E.
Mrs. O. W. HKARN, President

Miss

1

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors...

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Have you'seerj the . Ford Model T One Tori
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered the American people. A
strong Vanadium Steel frame with theTegular
this
and a direct worm drive,
Ford motor,
just
what
among
trucks
motor
be
will
truck
the Ford is among all motor cars the supreme
value from point of effective service' and low
cost of operation and maintenance. The Ford
One Ton Truck Chassis is $550. f.o.b., Detroit.
We'll assist buyers on the body question.
Come in and let's talk it over.
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'school-keepin-

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Retrular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday at Boy Christian
v
11 a m and 7:30 p m
Church

,
.

Pastor

M. WILSON

J.

SRKVICES"pN SOLANO CIRCUIT
1st and 3d Sundays
Mog(uero,

Hay-radf-

High-whe-

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills '.
11 a m and 7:30 p m

ROY GARAGE, Agents.

CuE-vato- rf

LIVESTOCK

Owner, Sec'y.

,

-

14-i-

liluan

Meets at the Christian Chureh,
Rot, N. M erery Sunday evert-

v

1019

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge.

1

stL

and 10 á m.
at 7 30 p.m.
8

Rev. Fr.

LIVESTOCK
' 4 Mares

;

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M1 each Sunday, p
P. L. Günn, Superintedeht.

'

Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
jo me

ROY

v

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11; A. M. '7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. pAwrN, Pastov

Prompt and

Wed. March 12 '19

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
A. M, sharp; the following property to wit- -

at Law

Attorney

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

O.W. He arm, Pastor..

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this tlje right place.

at

3rd. Sunday

3.

--

MILLS

Charles Chapman, Proprietorr

Tourists and

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at
p.m.
;

,

NOTICE

-

ing service.

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot arid Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet,, homelike Hotel
one "block from the
"Depot, in ttiej
Main Business District '.

ease.,'.,',

Public Sale

16-lw-

March

Gifts.

The custom of giving ChrlstmsS
CHR.ISTIAN
gifts Is not traoenhle to Its beginning
ROY -Tite Encylopsdia P.ritnnnica s.iys that
,
"in Brltnin me iin of December was
Sunday of each
2d
Services
a festlvnl long beore the conversion
to Christianity, for Bode (de temp, rat month at 11 a. m. 8.00 PM,
ch. 13) relates that 'the ancient peo4th Sunday of each month an
ples of Angll began the year on the
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.
25th of December.' " The ustora alservice at the morn
Communion
so prevailed In the Oermunlc countries.
"

The fentUt's Showcase.
"Oh, look at grandma's bite, Aunt
Emily," whispered the baby, eyes fixed
on the array of false teeth In the glass

Having leased a stock ranch Spanish is the prevailing lang2 Duroc Brood Sows, wt. 300
good
and given up farming I will fell uage spoken causes many
40 Chickens..
lbs.
atHiblic auction at my farm, IS teachers to pas3 them by,
s
FARM MACHINERY
Eithv untrained,
miles North East of Roy on- Eng6peaking poor
J. D. Stag Lister,
lish, or third rate Americans who Moidboard &
Mon.
attachment,
can not ' speak Spanish, infest Osborne Disc 16, Deering
sale to commence at 10 o'clock these district and the time-waNew
Binder,; McC. Mower,
A. M. sharp, the following prop ing monotony' of
g
Bean Harvester,
erty to wit
roes on with no one learning
Harrow, Low
inything.
c
wheel 3 Wagon and
The'remedy lies in all teachers
Buggy,
Wagon 37.
Teair, being trained teachers. Prefer- 5 Sets leather, 1 chain Harness,
TeamofMufes5yr8.,"
ably, teachers in these districts,
of Mules 4 yrs , Mule 3 yrs. o
MISCELLANEOUS
Mare s yrs., 2 Mares 9 yrs. eld should speak both English and
Large new Kitcheri1 Range;
each, Mare yrs. old, Coming Spanish, but a jaw requiring
New
Cream Seperator, Large
Syr.Colt, Chflds Pony 7 yrs. 'jpaninh would discriminate
Glassy' Potatoes, Tur
Looking
them.
2 Red Cows 4, 6&7 yrs. old, against
nips, Ciinneé Fruit, and many?
White Cow 7 yrs. old,
Red and
munmerons t,;
in your other articlee
WANTED-Solicit- ors
White Cow 5 yrs. old, 2 Spotted
cmtriunity for subscriptions .to mention.
Cows 7 & 9 yrs, both with calves, state-widDemocratic Pape- r,
3 yr. old heifer,
Black, 3
Wrile,
Liberal Commissions.
Lot of Yearling
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9 months
naming local reference, to Daily USUAL TERMS:
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Company
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interest,
Publishing
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time
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vvheTl
M.
paid
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not
du.
if
China
Brood
Sow,
date
from
Albuquerque,
llxsd
China Male Hog.
10 off for cash over WM.
CANE HAY for sale: Nice,
F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer
Clerk
bright bundle cane, 2r.00 per
F. L. SCHULTZ
5
'N.
E.
IP
mi.
my farm
Wagon.
Hat k,
Culivator, ton at
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Abernathy,
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E. Cas Vegas, N.M.
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LOUEY DeWEESE, , Mosquero.

Percheron and bred
to a "Jack, gentle and well broke,
2 Geldings grey 8 yrs. Bay 4
1100 & 1300, Percheron
yrs.
Yearling Filly.
r.
w
,
5 Goob Milch Cows, 2 with cal3 to bring calves
ves at side,
notions and troublesome haSits.
old JHeifers, All
soon. 7
n
In the predommantly
will calve in the Sprjng. afl well
district, the fact that brtd; Good Yearling Bull. ,,
;

Public Sale
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.Laughter.
"Laughter Is man's oyn attribute,"
ays Rabelais, and from the time man
began n think of other matters than
eating and waging war he hns wooed
laughter In 'some form or othef according to his Ideas of what Is comical.
The early pictured Jokes on canvas,,
stone and paper are not conduciré to
wild hilarity at this day and age. but
they amuse the people of the time
and In making men, laugh helped to
v
civilize tlvp race.
,

acre 'unim-- l
FOR SALE.-1- G0
Church Directory
land,
north of
miles
two
nroved
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Solano.
Harvey
E. J.
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
- at Christian Churcn.
510 W, 20 St.
Your
Oklahoma Okla.
presence is necessary.

8.00 P. M

at

el

at

c"

11 Á.

Bradley,

2nd & 4th Sundays
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at Liberty,

A.M.
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Terms
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R-jd-
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l,

Corn Mill

J. W. Lile

,J. D.
of Roy, also good
'
Wagon. Cheap.
M.
Roy
N.
E. F. CAMERON.
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Cheap, Staude
Attachment for Ford
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month? Car.
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Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE, No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall.'
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
Mrs. Grace V.yDgden, Sec.y.'
Visiting Sisters welcoriie

J. W. BECK, Manager.

wIm-s-

N

rea-nnnhl-

e
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Roy Telephone Co.
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the best improved, farms found
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anywhere, all fenced and cross
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Good,
you
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o
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for
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j
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carry
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Proud Boast Bslcngs'to Spain.
Tin1 wtylns that Hip "rtin ni'v.er sets
m the cinpiw," ill'inot original with
Avas tippHtd-tÍC.2.T .flint the sentence;
Spnln, wjich ut I hut period va a
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Scottish rtl vim1 wni
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HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday
Evening
Visiting Brothers always welcome.
Melville Floersheim,- N. Q.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.
. ,
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ReasonablRates.
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Owner
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nh Pan.

Landing
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Cars Housed and Cuedfor
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Farm Machinery
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Aero-Plan-
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Why Ds!ay?

"Take tills medirme, ' said Ihe younc
doctor. "If it Vlot j, t ,.m-- you, come
back in a few days vv l shall give you
loraolliliig
Hiat Miil." The paliont

bo dope roluHimtly.
in a
rotuiHwl,
dou't mind, doc,' I'll take some of that
that will euro mo riht mvay.""-

few.momen.;lw
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-
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Liberty Garage'
Blacksmith & Machine Shop
Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lints
General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing;

Expert

Wood-Wor-

at List Pric- e- Made
in Ford Factories. We have them in stock all the time.

r

and
Reasonable Rates.

Its Our Business

"

1L

'

m

Roi ute-

NOTICE-FO-

to. Fix Them.

0

It

Ornelas, of Roy, N. M., who on Feb,
ruary 21, 1916, made H. E. No. 021692
Department of the' Interior, U. S. Land for the EH SWH Sec. 7; EH NWH
Office at Clay ton,. New Mexico, ., Sec. 18, Twp. 21N., Rn 28E.. N. M.
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
Feb. 6, 1919
V v v make
Final Three Year Proof to es
Mrs.
given
that
Notice is hereby
tablish, claim to the land above
Eliza A, Kelsey, of Roy, N. M. who on scribed, before W. H. Willcox. U. deS
Oct. 25th 1915, made H. E. No. 020954 Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
for Lots 2 and 3. Sec. 31
N. M., on the 18th day of March, 1919
Township 21 North, Range 28 East,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ñ. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Frank Gonzales, Daniel ' Gonzales
of intention to make Final Three Year Federico Ornelas, Manuel Mascarenas,
Proof, to establish claim to the land all ot Albert, New Mexico..
'
'
PAZ VALVERDE,'
above described
. , ;
Register.
S.
Commissionbefore F. H. Foster'U.
er at Roy N. M. on April 7, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
" -Claimant ' names ' as 'witnesses : - .
Department of the Interior
.;
Wetterhus-Josep, Neis
D. W. West
U. S. .Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Wright
J. H. Kelsey
January 4, 1919
j
All of Roy, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that 'Ran
'
Wood of David, N. M., who on June
PAZ VALVERDE,
21, 1B13, made Desert Land Entry No.
'
Register. 016538,
for NH SEV Sec. 17, Twp.
' " '
18N Rng. 30E.. N. M. P,JVL, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Proof nnder the Second paragraph, Act
NOTICE FOit PUBLICATION
of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1161-2- )
to
Department of the Interior U. S. Land establish claim to the land above

'

'

1,

.

Roy, New Mexico,

Ni-SE-

m4

before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M, on the 17th day of Match, 1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Charles P. Field, John T. McFarland,
David C. Field, Jeff McKee, all of David, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
- Register.

'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

'

Feb.

g.

.

'
Notice is hereby given that
üavid F. Hftddix, of - Hoy,' N.
M. wño, en June, 20 1916, made II. E.
No. 0316.Ü, for NWf, Sec. 14. Twp.
2i E. , N. M. F. M.
20 N.,
to
of
has filed, notice
intention
make linal three year proof, to esl'ab-Jisclaim to the land above described,
before F. If, Foster, U. S, Commissioner, at' his odien Hoy, N. M., ou
on April 7, 1919.
Claimant fiantes as witnesses:
O. tí. Hall
Marry Eavens
T. O, Scott
C. VV". Farley
h

Department of the. Interior
.at Claytwi, N. M.,
January 23, 1919
Notice is hereby given that James
M. Anderson, of Albert, Union Co., N.
M., who, on January 17, 1916 made H.
E. No. 021507 for EH NE4, NH SE
U. S. Land Office

Claimant names as witnesses:
Field, Albert Beller, J. R.
Galey, T. E. Mitchell, all of Albert,

, Pierce

New Mexico'.
PAZ

VALVERDE,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
Office

at

Clayton,

N. M.,

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

M
Claimant names aa witnesses
M. L. Rhvne, B. G. Grunig, O. A.
Department of the Interior
N. M., E. A. Reed,
S. Land Office at Clayton, N M., Butler, all of Roy,
'
N.M. .,
Solano,
of
January 22, 1919
VALVERDE,
PAZ
Notice is herebygiven that Arthur
Register.
E. Holmes, of Mills, Mora Co., N. M.,
who on Jan. 12, 1916. made H. E.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
No. 021475. for EH SEV4, Sec 11 and
Department of
VH SWyt, Sec. 12, Twp. 21N., Rng.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
25E., N, M.,P. M., has ftlad, notice of
Mexico, February 11, 1919
intention to make Filial Three Year
Notice is hereby given that Santos
Proof, to establish claim to the land Elea of Roy, N. M., who on Dec. 26
above described, before F. H." Foster, 1915,
for Lots
"made II. E. No.
Ik S. Commissioner, at his office at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, Sfcc. f; Lot 4,
lSt.h-daRoy, N. M., on the
of March,
Section 4, Twp. 2ÜN., Rng. 25E., N '4
;.
1919.
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
as
Claimant names
witness:
to make Final Three Year Proof to
Sam T. Ansiey, V. B. Coliman. John
,
claim to the land above de
establish
Eddie, Thomas Brown, all of Mills, scribed, before W. 11. Willcox, II. S.
New Mexico.
at his office at Tloy,
Commissioner
PAZ VALVERDE,
New Mexico, on he 8th day of April.
Register. 1919.
y
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Elf gio EsquibeK' Celedón , 'Esnuibel.
Jose (.'. Maestra, Adolfo Montoya, all
Department, of. 4he Interior..
of 'Rov, New Mexico.
I. S, Land Office at Clayton, N
y PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
January 22, 1913
Notice is hereby given that Andres

n

'

Department of the Interior,

U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico. February 11,. 1919
Notice is hereby given that Nathan
Spears of Roy, Mora County, N. M,
who, on April 14th, 1915, made II. E.
No. 019833 for SH NEH, and EH
SE'4 Sec 6, Twp. 21N., Rng. 27E..
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten
tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
to' establish claim to the land a!ove
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S
Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
N. M., on the 8th day of April, 1919,

UOY

NEW MEX.

:

AC-TIO- N.

1

I.

NEW MEX.

ROY,

l-

J,

J.

The Plumlee Hospital
-

.

.

.

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.
'

,..''

r

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,
''

t

Carus Plumlee,

eto-wi-

B.

LUSK, Attorney for Plaintiff,

We also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches,
Separate, from the Hospital, For Tubercular .Patients.

Frank L. Schultz,

Roy, New Mex;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.' Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Col. Frank O. White,

Feb. 18, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that
Frank Weir, of David N. M., - who on
July 2 1915, made H. E. No. 020408.

Roy Realty & Loan Company,

for the

NEJ-SW-

SK1-NW-

Wé-NE- i;

i,

Sec. II, T. 17N, FU0E, N.M. P.M. has
filed notice of intention to make Firml
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described,. before W.
H. Willcox U. S. Commissioner at his
office at Roy, N. M., on
'
Ao.ril, 151919.
names
witnesses:
as
Claimant
Jeff McKee
. Cole Weir
Frank St. PUers.
Hubert West
All of David N. M. T
PAZ VALVERDE,

ROX New Mexico,
A new and progressiveI3usiness Enterprise i
To meet the demads of the Community for a

Reliable Medium of Exchange,

Register.

OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS

Farm Loans,

Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
t)ilk-at Clayton, New Mexico,
Feo. 18 IMíi
Notice is hereby given that ,
Naborsita A. le t'oiiioba, widow or
Franclsw. Cordola of Miil?, N. M. who
ll7 19M. made H. E. No.
mi rel
fee-- '.
017500, for the NEJ and tlie
19, Township 21 N, Kane,25E., N.
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof to
claim to the land above de
scribed, before W. II. Willcox,. U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Hoy, N.
April 15 li)i9.
M , on,
Claimant' names as witnesses-I'olito Armijo,
Jcnacio Masta,
FeiminMao.ru!.
atas
Mat
Joe Maria
'
all of Mills, N. M.'
VALVERDE,
PAZ

A parcel of ground being a part of
the southwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section thirty, township twenty-thre- e
north, range twenty-fiv- e
east, N. M. P. M., described as
follows,

t:

Beginning at the northwest corner
of the southwest quarter of northwest
quarter of aid section thirty; thence
east' along the quarter quarter line
355 feet, more or. less, to a point, the
said point being the highwater line
of the pioposed addition to the Abbott Reservoir of the Dawson Railway
Company; thence south 53 degreea
50 minutes east 35 feet, more or less
to station 21 of the survey for said,
addition to the - Abbott Reservoir;
thence S 48 degrees 10 mSmtes W 300
feet to Station 22; thence N 8(5 degrees 58 minutes W 160 feet, more or
lessj to the range line between Range
21 east and 25 east; thence north
along said range line 215 feet, more
or less, to the northwest corner of
southwest quarter of the northwest
quarter of paid section thirty, the
point of beginning, describing a tract
of ground of the aren of 1.40 acres,
more or less.
And that said land is required for

Office in the oíd Telephone Building,

ROY, N. M.

'

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
'

TheJRoy Druj? Store

Furé Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
rodieals andStatione.ry

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes "aid Toilet Articles
y..V
Dr, M. D. Gibbs, Prop;
-

.

y,

of DtvidNeW

on AuRirst 1?;

t

'

--

;

Cule- Weir.,

A

'

railroad purposes for an addition to
what is known as the Abbott Reservoir, for development of water supply for railroad operations as more
fully appears from the petition on
nie in the otiice ot the Clerk. of said
Court, and by said petition the petitioner prays .fur the appointment of
three disinterested freeholders hh com
mi.xsioncrs to assess the damages
which the defendants may sewrally
sustain in consequence of tlye esfsiii- - '
lishmerrt, erection ana maintenance of
the proposed reservoir over and upon
said lands so to be used for public purposes in connection with and for thf!
use bf said railroad, and that Kaki
tract of land be condemned for raiU
road purposes aforesaid according t)
the practice qf this Court.
And the petitioner will call np this
petition for hearing in Chambers, before the Honorable Judge of said Court
'
'
(
Register, D.
Ji Leahy, at La Vegas. New Mexico, n the 2th diy of April. A. D..
i
191!), at ten o'clock in the forcnooii
of said day, or as .soon 1 hereafter as
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
counsel may be hmrú. - ,
Department of the interior, U. S. Land
The name and buttines addrew of
Office at. i'lifyton, New Mexico,
petitioner's" attorney are Harry H.
Feb. 18, il'l'i
Tucunicaii, New Mexico.
Notice in hereby given that
,

.

'

ROY TRUST AND
SAVINGS BANKy

.

Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF
OGOÍ69, foT tbe
Sec.10;
C. R. Davis, Joheph Wright, John
NWJ; Nwi-SWSeo. 11, Twp. 17 N.
M.
N.
Roy.
Beard, C. T. Wright, all of
Range 30 East, Ne Mexico Principle'
In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
has filed notice of intention to
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Judicial District
mak
Final .Three Yea- - Proof to esSTATE OF NEW MEXICO )
tablish
claim to the lar.l above de)S9.
scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
'
County of Mora
)
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N.
Regular Term, Á. D. ID 9,
M. on,
April 15 1919.
'
Claimant names as witnesses:
No.2T87
Carus Plumlee,
Frank Weir
v.
Jeff McKeo
Hubert West' Trank St. Peters
W. A. DeForce.
'
All of David New Mexico.
Th Baid defendant, W.' A. Deforce,
.;PAZ , VALVERDE,
in
is hereby notified that
I
ti
Court
, Register.
has been commenced amnit you in
the District Court 'for tlie County of
Mora, State of New Mexico, by said
,
NOTIC
OF PENDENCY OF. SUIT
DrT Carus l'lumlee, for recovery on a
,"
S
..
;
, "
promissory note for the sum'of $150.00
In the District Court. Fourth judi
principal, with interest thereon1 from cial District, State of New
Mexico,
date, at the rate of 12 percent and at- County of Mora.' Dawson Railwav
torney's fees and tin account amount- Company, Petitioner, vs. Joseph W.
ing to the sum of $328.00 with interest Carter, R. A. Brock, and Unknown
at
the rate of 6 percent, for - medical Owners of the Property and Land in'
:
..
Í
in this Action and Described
services: that unless you enter, or volved
in the Petition, Defendants.
rause to be entered, your appearance
The above named petitioner hereby
Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
in said suit on or before tbe 31st day
notices the above named 'and desigof March, i A. D 1919, decree
nated defendants that it has filed a
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.
therein will be rendered petition in the above entitled
i
court
s
against you.
and cause, for the condemnation' for
railroad purposes of the following de
FABIAN CHAVES, '
land and real Mate lying and
Clerk of Said Court. scribed
(Seal)
being in Mora County, .New Mexico,
Physician in Charge.
Liy
J. P. Wootton. Deputy.
t:

.

9--

buai-- .

NOTICEFOR PUBLICATION

Register.

U. S. Land

We are prepared to handle more
nesa and should be pleased
to add your name
to our list.

Correct Ybur Mistake.
It l only an error In Judgment to
iriakt a mistake, but It shows Infirm-It- y
of charhcteir to adhere to It when
discovered.'

J.

January 22, 1919
Notice is- hereby given that John E.
Weisdort'er, of Roy, N. M., who on
Dec. 27, 1915, made H. E. serial No.
021415, for NH NE'A and NWU Sec.
7, Twp. 10N., Kng. 27E., N. M. P. M.,
has filed notice of intention to make
all of Hov N. M.
three year Proof, to establish claim to
PAZ VALVERDE,
.Register the'land above éancribed, befove F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at Roy,
Ni M.. on the 18lh day of March. 1919V

5

March 24 to 31.'

PUBLICATION

1919.

10' 1919.

ROY

l

ter 4, Sec. 20, Twp. 19N, Rng. 30E., Ñ.
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proofs to
establish claim to the land above deNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
New Mexico, on the 17th day of March
PA? VALVERDB

:

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office a't Clayton, New
Mexico, February 11, 1919
Notice" i hereby given that
Roy R. Day, of Roy, Mora county,
N. M., who, on January 21, 1916, made
H. E. No. 021539, for NH Sec. 14,
Twp. 21N, Rng. 26EL, N. M. P. M.,
has filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
at his office at Roy, N. M., on the
9th day of April, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. H. Blankenship, Ben C. Jorden,
Harry H. Mayberry, Jesse A. Johnson
all of Roy, N. M.

';

1919.

-

' '
". iPcuat Trttf);: ,'
Tbe locust tree was me of the first
American tree to be taken to Europe.

NOTICE FOft PUBLICATION

Clayton, N. M., Feb. 10,

A

-

H. 5. Murdock

,

'

Notice is hereby given that
Joseph H. Kelsey, of Roy New Mex.
who, on Sept, 29th 1915,
made H. E1
i,
No. 020953 for NEJ-SWSee.
31 Twp. 21 N, Range 28 E N. M. P. M.
filed notice of. intention to maka final
three year proof to establish claim to
the land above describid, before F. H.
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his of.
lice in Roy, N. M., on April, 7th, 1919
Claimant' names as witnesses:
'
D. W. wst,
Neis Wetterhus
Joseph Wright Mr., O.A. Kelsey

DENTIST

SHEEP FOR SALE:-94ewith 16 young lambs and the rest
bred, and two pucks.' $10.00 per
head allround, lambs thrown, in,
see them at my ranch 25 miles
''
Norta-Easof Roy.
t
Mills N. M.
T. A. HAWKINS,

Cared For at

Proprietors,

The best evidence o our excellent
banking service is our continually growing list of
satisfied Patrons.

f

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

',....

Ktpeot(utlr Solicited

'

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
,

EVIDENCE

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
At Mattert entrusted to u dispatched with PronuttneM and A tcuro
,

S

Auto Livery; Cars Housed

,

-

The famous "MILLER"and "DREADNAUGIIT"
guarantee.
TIRES and Tubes, 5000-mil- e

w.

Mora, New Mexico

wes

v

Abstracto

in the Mora Grant are beingj
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracta on these Lands.

Gas, and Oils:'v

.

.

Tom. J. Taylor,

Titles- to Lands

Re-bor-

FORD-PART-

J

YourBustoeM

OxyAcetylene Welding,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
We handle all

')-

U.Strong, County Treasurer,

Repair Work

--

,

pr

iQ

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
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DIDHF LIES
AIR FALL OUT
small bottle of "Danderine"
keeps hair thick, strong,
y
beautiful. '

A

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN

Doublesbeauiy
of your hair in a few

Girls! Try this!

(Copyrlfht by . Appleton A Co.)

THE CAPTAIN REFUSES TO GIVE UP THE TRUST THAT HAS
CAUSED HIM SO MUCH TROUBLE
Synopsis Atwood Graves, New, Tort lawyer, goes to South Dens- boro, Cape Cod, to see Captain EUsha Warren. Caught In a terrific
storm while on the way, he meets Cap'n Warren by accident and
goes with the latter to his home. The lawyer Informs Cap'n Warren
that his brother, whom he had not seen for eighteen years, has died
and named him as guardian of his two children, Caroline aged twenty,;
and Stephen, aged nineteen. The captain tells Graves he will go to.
New York and look over the situation before deciding whether he will
accept the trust The captain's arrival In New Tork causes consternation among his wards and their aristocratic friends. The captain
makes friends with James Pearson, a reporter; then he consults with
Sylvester, head of Graves' firm. The captain decided to accept ,hls
brother's trust. Sylvester is pleased, but Graves expresses disgust
and dismay. Pearson calls and Is surprised, for he had known the
young Warrens and their father. Caroline asks the captain's aid for a
servant whose father was hurt by an auto. The captain finds that,
Malcolm Dunn had caused the'lhjüry, ,nnfl maks hlmttjelp In payinff
(he sufferer's expenses until his death. Pearson tells the captain of a
difference he had with Roger Warrf n .because he refused to help the
latter In a shady transaction! The captain plans a birthday celebra
tton for Caroline, bú,t (he. latter, who with Steve had been spending
the day with the Dunns, falls to return for dinner. The Dunns give .
the young Warrens a colored view of Pearson's differences with their
'
,
father. They upbraid both their uncle and Pearson.
CHAPTER

XI

Continued.
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"Oh, oh. Steve!" she cried andfturn.
sobbed hysterically
00 his shoulder. "Oh, Steve, what shall

ins to her brother,
we

dof

Stephen put his arm about her waist.
"It's all right, sis," he said soothingly.
"Don't cry before him ! I guess," with
a glance at his uncle, "you've said
nough to make even him understand

at last"

,

Captain EUsha looked gravely at the
pair. "I guess you have," he said
lowly. "I guess you have, Carolina
Anyhow, I can't think offhand of anything you've left out. I could explain
some things, but what's the use? And,"
with a sigh, "you may be right in
way. Perhaps I shouldn't have come
here to live. If you'd only told me
piala afore Just how you telt I'd
maybe I'd but there! I didn't know
I didn't know. You see, I thought
However, I guess that part of
your troubles is over. But," he added
firmly, "wherever I am or wherever I
go you most understand that I'm your
guardian, Just the same. I considered
a long spell afore I took the place, and
1 never abandoned a ship yet once I
took command of her.. And I'll stick
tothlaooe! Yes, sir. I'll stick to It in
pite of the devil or the Dunns, either.
Till you and your, brother are of age
I'm goltt to look out for you and your
Interests and your money, and hothln
nor nobody shall stop me. As for foro-iray company on you, though, that
n'

"Oh; Steve," she exclaimed, "he's
gone!'
'
"Gone? Who?"
"Captain Warren. He's gone."
"Oone? Gone where? Caro, you don't
mean he's dead?" V
"No ; he's gone gone and left us."
Her brother's expression changed to
Incredulous Joy.
"What?" he shouted. "You mean he's
quit cleared out left here for good?"
"Yes."

"Hurrah
Excuse me while I gloat I
Hurrah I We got It through his skull
at last! Is it possible? But but bold
on I Perhaps it's too good to be true.
Are you sure? How do you know?"
"He says so. See.'
She banded him the letter. It was
addressed to "My Dear Caroline" and
in It Captain Ellsha stated his intentions succinctly. After the plain speaking of the previous evening he should
not of course, burden them with his
society any longer. He was leaving
that morning, and, as soon as he "located permanent moorings somewhere
else" would notify his niece and nephew of his whereabouts:
1

'..';

For, as I told you, although I shall not
Impone my company on you, I am your
guardian mm aa ever. I will see that
your allowance comea to you recular. In-

cluding enough for ail household billa and
pay tor the hired help, and so on. It you
need any extrae at any time let me know,
and It they aeem to ma right and proper
I will send money for them. Toa will
stay where you are, Carolina, and Stevie
must so back to college right away. Tell
him I say ao, and If he does not I ahall
begin reducing hla allowance according as
I wrote htm. He will understand what I
mean. And, Caroline, I want you and
Stevie to feel that I am your anchor to
windward, and when you get In a tight
place. If you ever do, you can depend on
me. .Last night's talk has no bearing on
that whatever. Ooodby, then, until my
EUSHA WARREN.
next.

be demanded. 'Teibaps it's his latchkey. Here I 111 do It toyself." ,
He cut the cord and removed the cover of the little box. Inside was the
jeweler's leather case. He, took it out
and pressed thft . spring., The cover
flew up.
"Whew!" he whistled. "It's a prea-en- t
And rather a decent one, too, by
"
' '
gad 1 Look Caro I"
Helianded her the open case. She
looked at the chain spread carefully on
the white satin lining; Inside the cover wastfitted a "card.-- Shev turned it
over tnd read : "To, my atece, Caro- Ilnev iWith wishes for many happy re
turns and much love, from her Uncle
Elisha Warren." .... , ..,
She sat gazing at the card. Stephen
bent down; read the inscription and
then looked up into her face.
"What?" he cried. "I belleve-you'- re
not crying! Well, i I'll be hanged! Sis,'
'
you are á fool!" '1 ' .

The weather that morning was fine
and clear.' James Pearson, standing by
the window of his rooms at the boarding house, looking out at the1 snow covered roofs' sparkling In the sun, was
miserable. When he' retired the night
before It Was with a solemn oath to
forget Cárollne Warren altogether; to
put ber and her father and the young
cad, her brother, utterly from his mind,
never to be thought of again.
Why why had he been so weak as
to yield to Captain Ellsha's advice?
Why had he not acted like a sensible,
self respecting man, done what he
knew waa right and persisted in his
refusal to visit the Warrens? Why?
Because he was an idiot of course a
hopeless idiot who bad got exactly
what he deserved! Which bit of phi
losophy did not help make his reflec
tions less bitter.'
After breakfast he went to his room,
seated himself at his desk and took the
manuscript of his novel from the
drawer.
He was still sitting there, twirling
an Idle pencil between his fingers,
when be heard steps outside his door,
.

Some one knocked.
"WeU, what la it?" he asked.

His landlady answered.
"Mr. Pearson," she said, "may I see

your

He threw down the pencil and, ris
ing, walked to the door and opened It
Mrs. Hepton was waiting in the hall.
She seemed excited.
' "Mr. Pearson," she said, "will you
step downstairs with me for a mo
ment? I have a aurprlae for you."

"A surprise? What sort of a sur
prise?"
"Oh, a pleasant one--at least I think
it Is going to be a pleasant one for all
of us. But I'm not going to tell you
what it Is. You must come down and
see for yourself."
On the second floor Mrs. Hepton
stopped and pointed.
' "It's in there,"
'
she said, pointing.
"There" was the room formerly occupied by Mr. Saks, the long haired
artist Since his departure it had been
vacant. Mrs. Hepton took Pearson by
the arm and, leading him to the door,
threw the latter open.
"Here be Is." she said.
"Hello, Jim !" hailed Captain Ellsha
Warren cheerfully. "Ship ahoy ! Glad
to see you."
He was standing In the middle of the
room, his hat on the table and his
hands in his pockets.
Pearson was surprised there was no
doubt of that not so much at the sight
of his friend he had expected to see
or hear from the captain before the
day was over as at seeing him In that
room. He could not understand what
he was doing there.
Captain Ellsha noted his bewildered
expression and chuckled. "Come aboard, Jim.1" he commanded.
"Come In and Inspect. I'll see you
later, Mrs. Hepton," he added, "and
give you my final word. I want to
hold office's council with Mr. Pearson

v

Stephen read this screed to the end,
then crumpled It in his fist' and threw
it angrily on the floor.
"The nerve!" he exclaimed. "He
seems to think I'm a sailor on one of
his ships, to be ordered around as he
sees fit. I'll go back to college when
I'm good and ready, not before."'
Caroline shook her head. "Oh, nor
she said. "You must go today. He's
right Steve; it's the thing for you to
do. He and I were agreed as to that
And you wouldn't stay and make it
harder for me, would you, dearf '
He growled a reluctant assent "I
suppose I shall have to go," he said
sullenly. "My allowance is too beastly
small to have him cutting It and the
old shark would do that very thing.
He'd take delight in doing it confound
him! Well, he knows what we think
of him. That's some comfort"
"Wh.tr he shoutsd. "You mean he's She did not answer. He looked at
quit!"
her curiously,
well, that's different.
I csl'late you "Why, hang it all, Caro," he exclaim,, here fust"
worry
any more. Good ed in disgust "what alia you? Blesswon't have to
Pearson began to get a clew to tbe
night"
ed if I shan't begin to believe you're situation.
'' He thrust his. hands into his pockets
"Captain Warren," he demanded,
sorry he's gone. You act as If yoa
"have you do you mean to say you've
and walked slowly from the library.
were.
"No, I'm not. Of course I'm not taken this room to live in?"
CHAPTER XII.
I'm I'm glad. He couldn't stay, of "No, I ain't said all that yet I wantA 8urprM For Pearson.
course. But I'm afraid I can't help ed to talk with you a little afore I said
the "man of the family," feeling that you and I were too harsh it. But that was my idea if you and I
agreed on sartin matters."
STEPHEN, only member of the last night We said things-dread- ful
"You've come here to live ! You've
things"
household,
servants excepted,
I .
"Be, hanged I We didn't say half left your your niece's house?"
who slept soundly that night. Con"Ya-aI've left-t- hat
is, I left the
scious of having done his duty in the enough. Oh, don't be a fool, Caro! I
affair with Pearson and bis guardian was Just beginning to be proud of your way the Irishman left the stable where
grit. And now you want to take it all they kept the mule. He said there was
and somewhat fatigued by the
task of soothing his hyster- back. Answer me, now, Are you sorry all outdoors in front of him and only
two feet behind. That's about the way
ical slater, he was slumbering peace- he's gone?"
"No. No, I'm not really. But I I 'twas with ma"
fully at 9 the next morning when
awakened by a aeries of raps on his feel somehow as if as If everything "Have your nephew and niece"
"Um-hm- !
You're going
They hinted that my room
bedroom door.
was on my shoulders.
"Áh! What? Well, what is itr he away and he's gone and what Is it was better than my company, and,
demanded, testily opening his eyes. Edwards V
take It by and large, I guess they was
"Edwards, is that you? What the devil
The butler entered with, a small par- right for the present anyhow. I set
do you mean by making such a row?" cel in his hand.
up till 8 o'clock thlnkin' it over, and
The voice which answered was not . "I beg your pardon. Miss Caroline," then I decided to get out afore breakthe butler's, bnt Caroline's.
be said. "I should have given you this fast this morninl I didn't wait for
"Steve! Oh, Stevel" she cried, "be last evening. It was by your place at any goodbye. They'd been said, or all
get up and come out! Come, quick! ihe table. I think Captain Warren put I cared to hear" Captain Ellsha's
Something has happened."
smile disappeared for an instant "last
.
It there, miss."
"Happened? What is it?"
He bowed and retired. The girl sat evenln. The dose was sort of bitter,
"I cai t tell you here. Please dress turning the little white box in her, but It had the necessary effect
At
and come to me as quick as you can." hands.
any rate, I didn't hanker for another
Stephen found his sister standing by.
"He left it for me," she said. "What one. I remembered what your landthe library window, a letter In her can it ber
lady told me when I was here afore,
She looked troubled and anx, hand.
snatched
impatiently
this stateroom beln vacated, and
Her
brother
about
it
ious.
"Why don't you open it and find out?" I come down to look at it It suits me

-
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"Why do you guess? By George, 1
'
'
hope you will!". '
"Do yoa? I'm much sotylged.. ,1
didn't know but after last night after
the scrape I got you Into, you might
feel well, sort of as If you'd seen
enough of me."
The young man smiled bitterly. "It
wasn't your fault", he said. "It was
mfne entirelyTm quité old enough
iódeelde "matters ''for 'myseífj' atiS I
should have decl'ded as'my' rWsifd and
not my inclinations told me.
Yon
'
weren't t& blame." "
:"
"Yes, I was. If you're old enough
.
rm
I cal'late. But I did think
however, 'there's no use goin' over
that I don't want you to, think that
I've hove overboard that 'respouslDlU- -

'

moments.
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too-old-

.

A .Norlh Cirrollnff ddcton lucliiied to
be.iiIntlfu of tjMjr: jpeopK .businetw,
was" rising 'along, u country road. He
dreSv, uy where
wns.bjiskliuj.
..nutlye
'

'
V
corn;. in n field'. '
'í "Vpu
re gnthtoirigvyeltów" corn?
- salir; 'the doctor.
"Vos, Hr, planted' that kind," came
"'
tlio reply.
. "Won't get more
than half a crop?"
'
volunteered the 'p'lyslciátí. '
on
"Don't expect, to,, sir,; planted-It.
iluilf shares."
The doctor was somewhat nettled at
.
this, and replied:
-- .. .
"You must be mighty near a fool."
"Yes, sir; only a fence between us.
lluiimn Life.
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Within ten minutes after an appllt
cation of Danderine you can not find si
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not Itch, but what
will please you most will be after a few
weeks use, when you see new hair, fine
really
and downy at first yes--bnew hair growing all over the' scalp.
A little Danderine Immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, Just moisten a cloth with Danderine and carefully draw it through
your hair, taking one small strand at a
time. The effect is amazing your hair
will be light, fluffy and wavy, and have
did she accept Tom Gib- an appearance of abundance; an Inson from among all the men wlu) have comparable
lustre, softness and luxupaid her attention?
,
.
j
riance.
Dellu I guess he's the only one who
Get a small bottle of Knowlton's
proposed.
Danderine for a few cents at any drug
store or .toilet counter, and prove that
Close Relatione. ,
your hair Is as pretty and soft as any
The fellow who plays poker
that It has been neglected or injured
Should take this fact to heart;
by careless treatment that's all yon
Ills "ante" and his "uncle'.'
''
Will not be far afcart
surely can have beautiful hair and lots
of It If you will Just try a little DanWrong Direction.
.
" '
v
derine. Adr.
"You aré an houf late this morning,
Sam," said an employer to his 'negro
Accuracy of Statement.
.
servant.
"I heard that Smith failed for $50,-- .
"Yes, snh. I know it, snh. . I .was 000." "No, he didn't; he failed for the
kicked by a mule on my way, sah."
want of It."
"That ought not to have detained
you an hour, Sara."
;:
Cutlcura Soap for the Complexion.
"Well, you seer boss, It wouldn't Nothing
better than Cutlcura Soap
have If he'd only have kicked me In dally and Ointment now and then as
thin direction, but he kicked me de
needed to make the complexion clear,
'
other way."
scalp clean and hands soft and white.
Add to this the fascinating,, fragrant
Accounts.
Cutlcura Talcum and you have the
"How do you account for the con- Cutlcura
Toilet Trio. Ad
tinued high cost of living?"
"Ilnven't tried to account for tt."
The Word That Passed.
mun. "I
replied the nuxlous-Iookln- g
"The spoken word who can recaphave been to.i busy keeping books on ture It?" "I've had fellows make me
nil kinds of llii'.igs to take up any ad- tnko it back." Judge.
.
ditional question of necouiits."
ut

""I
,

'

"It wasn't yaur fault," he aaid.
was so easy and fresh about tak-lon my shoulders.
It's there yet
and I'll see you squared with Carolina
afore this v'yage is over if I live."
'
His 'friend frowned.
'Tou needn't mind," he said. . "I prefer that you drop the whole miserable
business."
"Well, maybe. Bnt, Jim, you've taken hold of these electric batteries that
doctors have sometimes?
It's awful
easy to grab the handles of one of
those contraptions, but when yon want
to drop em you can't They don't
drop eaay. I took hold of tbe handles
of BIJe's affairs, and though It might be
pleasanter to drop 'em I can't or I
won't"
"Then you're leaving your nephew
and niece doesn't mean that you've
given up the guardianship?''
Captain Ellsha's Jaw set squarely.
"I don't remember sayin' that it did,"
he answered, with decision. Then, hla
good nature returning, he added: "Well,
Jim, there's Just one thing more. Have
I disgraced , you a good deal beln'
around with you and chummln' in with
you the way I have? That is, do you
think I've disgraced you? Are yon
ashamed of me?"
"I? Ashamed of you? You're Jok,

ty

X

n'

ing!"
"No,

ItaIln-7-Wh-

y

'

,

I'm serious. Understand now,
I'm not apologlzin'. My ways are my
ways, and I think they're just as good
as the nexf feller's, whether he's from
South Denboro or well Broad street
Wonderful Ability.
I've got a habit of thlnkin for myself
Ho I can trace' my ancestry bnck
and actin' for myself, and when I take
'
off my hat It's to a bigger man than through nine generations.
I am and not to a more stylish hat
else can you do?
But since I've lived here in New York
Then he blinked and looked at her
I've learned that with a whole lot of ns if he wondered how for he had
folks, hats themselves count more than dropped.
what's underneath 'em. I haven't
changed mine, and I ain't goin' to.
LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP.
Now, with that plain and understood
do you want me to live here in the
same house with you? L ain't fishln'
for compliments. I want an honest
,
answer.".
He got it Pearson looked him square.
ly in the eye.
"I do," he said. "I like you, and I
don't care a blank about your hat Is
that plain?"
Captain Ellsha's reply was delivered
over the balusters in the ball.
"HI!" he called. "Hi, Mrs. Hepton
The landlady bad been anxiously
waiting. She ran from the dining
room to tbe foot of the stairs.
"Yes?" she cried. "What is ltr
"It's a bargain," aid the captain.
Tm ready to engage passage."
Shw-W-

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper

htit

Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
suspect it. ,
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may caiue the other organs
'
to become diseased..
You may suíTob pain in the back, headache and 'loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.

But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-Root- ,
by restoring
Kilmer's
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such
'
conditions,
Many send for a sample bottle to see
the great '"kidney,
what Swamp-Rooliver and bladder medicine, will do fot
them. By enclosing ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer' & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., you
may receive sample size bottle by parcel
Post. You can purchase medium and
large size bottles at all drug Stores. Adv.
'

t,
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Noncommittal.
,
"Does your wife sing?"
The cost of living Is going
"Er that's a matter of opinion."
(lay. It's almost prohibitive.
I wish (he cost of getting Boston Evening Transcript.
was prohibitive.
'.

'

s,

The captain gets a hint that
there are more rocks ahead.
Read about this development
In the next installment
'

le

'

g

Seems Mike a decent
well enough.
an old salt water derelict
moorin's
like me. The price Is reasonable, and
I guess likely I'll take it 1 guess I

'

married

Expensive, Nevertheless.
"I have a note to meet," said Iach-'Twnot the usual whine
"It Is a note to meet a peach
And take her out to dine."
.

TO BB CONTINUED.)

American Glrla Who Marry Young.
The census bureau finds that hundreds of American girls in every twelve
months are married at fifteen. Thousands annually are married at sixteen.
Out of every 100 women In this country eleven have married before passing nineteen. In New England (according to the census data) only one
woman in fifteen gets an acceptable
proposal before she Is twenty. In the
south, the desirable man offers himself
to one out of five or one out of six
girls of nineteen or under. It is shown
by the census that a young woman's
ichance of offers Is decidedly better in
a rural community than anywhere
else.

Wlfey
up every
Hubby

as

Startling Thought
"What did the old ,man say when
you told him you wanted to marry
his daughter"
"Asked if I could support him in
the same sfi' t his daughter hud ac"

,

customed

him to."

'

The Way of It
"They don't reckon prize tights ns
they do money."
.
"How do you meun?"
"In money, it tnkos ten mills to make
one cent, but in the ring It takes hun
dreds of pounds to, make one mill."

FRECKLES

New Is tit

Has f Ct

Thm's

Rid

f Tktt

Ugly Sjwtt

n1

longer the sltshtst
of feeling
Ollilno doublt
lumeü of your frecklea,
strength li guaranteed to remoro these homely
pots.
get en ounre of Othlne inutile
Simply
strength from Tour druggist, and pplr s little
of It night and morning and you should soon se
that even the worst freckles have begun to dls
appear, while the lighter ones have vanished entirely. It Is seldom that more than one ounce'
is needed to completely clear the skin and gln
beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to aek for the doable strength Othlne,
a thta is sold under guarantee of money back
If it falls to remove freckles. Adr.

Reduction of furniture prices Is om
of the Kest things done thus far for the
.

returning soldiers.

- '

Tlie man who tells you that all men
are equal really believes that he Is u
little more so.

THE.

,,.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

of elnj regarded . as the friend - pt, '
'
mhnkiiul.
"Whenever It Is desired to snd a
mall force of suldier ro occupy a
pifce of territory where it Is thought
nobody else will "be welcome, they aK
for American soldiers. And Where
upon
other soldiers would be looked
with suspicion and perhaps met with
resistance, the American soldiers are
,. welcomed with acclaim.
"I have had so .many grounds for
of
prtde
the water
on
side
the other'
OPINION OF ALL AMERICA WILL
that J am very, thankful .that they,
pride, but
personal
are pot grounds for
BE HEARD IN DECISION
HURRY, MOTHER! REMOVE POIfor , national pride. If they were
SONS FROM LITTLE STOMACH,
grounds for personal pride I'd be the
.
ON PEACE LEAGUE.
...
most sttickup man In the world. And
LIVER, B0WEL8.
It has been an Infinite pleasure to me
ill see
thoHH rallant soldiers of ours,
whom the constitution of the United
of
FIGS
CALIFORNIA
OF
SYRUP
GIVE
States made me the proud commander. AT ONCE IF BILIOUS OR
f'yoii niay be proud of the TweniyALL FÜEI1DLY TO U.
1
ulir dlvlnlon, but
commanded the
CON8TIPATED.
Twenty-sixt- h
division (laughter and
applause), and see what they did unAnd everybody
due my direction!
the
WILSON DELIVERS SPEECH AT praises the American soldier with subfeeling that In praising him he is
one
else.
no
of
tracting
credit
from the
MECHANICS HALL IN BOSTON
I have been searching lor tne lun- ' damental
fact that converted Kurope
TO BIG CROWD.
to' bwlievn In us. Before this war Kurope did not believe in us as she does
now. ' fihe did not believe in us
throughout
the first three years of the
Service
Union
News
Western NewTipter
war. She seems really to have be
we were holding off be
lieved
that
Boston, Feb. 24. President Wilson cause we thought
we could make more
by staying out than by going in. Ana
made the following speech at Mechanin a short eighteen
sudden,
a
all
of
from
Jand'ng
ics Hall in Boston, after
months, the whole verdict Is reversed.
bis trip back from Europe.
There can b but one explanation for
They saw what we did that with'Governor Coolidge, Mr. Mayor, Fal it.
out making a single claim we put ail
'
.
low Citizens:
men and all our means at the diseur
I wonder if you are half aa glad to posal of those .who were fighting for
See m as I bra to see you. It warms their homes, in the first instance, but
my heart to see a great noay oi my
for a cause, the cause of human rights
again, because In aüine re- and Justice, and that we went In. not
it spectacitizens
Look at the tongue, mother!
have
I
during the recent months
to support their national claims, but to
coated. It is a sure siga that your lit been lonely indeed without your comsupport the great cause which they
I tried at evand
counsel
and
radeship
held in common.
bowels
and
stomach,
liver
one's
tie
ery step of the work which fell to me
when they saw that America
needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at to recall what I was sura would be not And
only held tdeajs, but acted ideals,
your counsel with regard to the great- they were converted to America and
once.
which were under conaiderabecame firm partisans of those ideals.
When peevish, cross, listless, pale, matters
,
tlon.
I met a group cf scholars When 1
natudoesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act
"I do not want' you to to think' that was in Paris. Some gentlemen J rom
exone
of the Greek universities who had
of
the
appreciative
rally, or is i feverish, stomach, sour, I have not been
traordinary generous reception which come to see me, and in woee presbreath tad; has, stomach ache, sore was given to me on the other side, tn ence, or rather In the presence of
me very happy to whose traditions of learning. I felt
throat, diarrhoea, 'full of cold, give a aaylng that it makes
very young indeed. And I told them
home again. 1 ao noi mean 10 nay
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of get
deeply
very
touched by that I had had one of the dellghtrul
that I waa not
revenges that sometimes come to a
Figs," and in a few hours all the foul, the cries that came from the I great
on the other side. But want man. AH my life I have heard men
constipated waste, undigested food crowds
feit speak with a sort of condescension sep-of
to aay to you in all honesty that I you,
Idealists and particularly of those
and sour bile gently moves out of the them to ba a call of greeting to
arate, inclolstered persona whom they
me.
to
than
rather
you
griping,
and
bowel
without
Lttle
chose to term academic, who were in
"I did not feel that the greeting was the habit of littering Ideals In the frea
hare a well, playful child again.
personal. I had m my heart me
atmosphere when they clash with no
repreyour
nrlde of belnt
You needn't coax sick children to
In particular.
aentative, and of receiving- - the plaudits body
And I have said I have this sweet
laxative;"
"fruit
this
harmless
take
of men everywhere who felt that your revenge. Speaking with perfect
frankthey love its delicious taste, and It hearts beat with theirs in the cause of ness in the name of the United Ktates,
liberty.
as the objects of this
I
have
uttered
always makes them feel splendid.
"Them was no miataklnir the tone In great
Ideals and nothing but
Ask your druggist for a bottle of tha voices of those great crowds. It ideals, war.
and the war has been won by
Xtlna
waa
Vina
It
greeting,
ffiMMt
mere
n
Cm,..
of
not
a
tone
MIItonlA
. . v " "ly waa
that inspiration. Men were fighting
uauiuauia ujiuy vi f .1,0,
a tone of mere generous welcome, with tense muscle and lowered head,
comdirections for babies, children of an not
to
it was the calling of comrade
until they came to realize those things.
plainly on the rade, the cry that comes from men who feeling they were fighting for their
'ages and for grown-up- s
day when lives and their' country,
for
aay,
waited
this
"We
have
when
bottle. Beware of counterfeits sold the friends of liberty should come these accounts of what it wasand
all about
with reached them from America they lifthere. To be sure you get the genuine, Across the sea andnewshake hands
world was con' ed their heads, they raised their eyes
to see that a
ask to see that it is made by the "Cali- us,
itructed upon a new basis and fuiinda to heaven? then they saw men in
khaki coming across the sea In the
fornia Fig Syrup Company." Refuse tlon of Justice and right.'
"I can't tell you tke Inspiration that spirit of crusaders and they found that
any other kind with contempt.- - Adv.
came
those were strange men. reckless of
that
came from the sentiments
not only, but reckless because
out of those ' simple voices In the danger
they aeemed to see something that
thing
have
I
And the Droudest
Limited Mind.
you Is that this great made danger worth while. Men have
report
to
to
Wife Oh, doctor, Benjamin seems country of oura Is trusted throughout testified to me tn Europe that men
were possessed by something they
to be wandering In his mind.
the world. t
only call religious fervor. They
the pro could
"I have not come to report proceed
Doctor (who knows Benjamin)
were not like any of the other soldiers.
or the resulta of the
They
a vision, they had a dream,
had
Don't, trouble about that he can't go ceedinira
naaca,
conference: that
iniri nf thn
they were fighting in the dream
would be premature. I cmn aay that I and
far. Medical Pickwick.
In the dream they turned
fighting
and
have received very. happy Impressions the whole tide of
battle and it aever
from this conference the impression came back.
that, while there are many differences
you realize this confi
SAGE AND SULPHUR
now
And
do
a
orne
of Judgment, while there are
we have established throughout
of object, there is, never denceWorld
DARKENS GRAY HAIR vergencies
imposes sr burden upon us?
thelefs, a common spirit and a common the
you, choose to call It a .burden. It
realisation of the necessity of setting If
Is one of those burdens which any nanew standards of right in the world. tion ought to be proud to carry. Any
Ifs Grandmother's Recipe to Restore jp"Because
tne men wn are in cuu
who resists the present tides that
Color, Gloss and At.
ferenca realize as keenly as any Amer man
the. world will find himself
not the run in upon
they
are
can
realize
that
lean
a shore so high and bar
tractlveness.
.
masters of their people, that they are thrown
ren
that
win seem as ir lie nad'been
the aervants of their people, and that separatedIt from
his human kind for
spirit of their people haa awakened ever.
Almost everyone knows that Sage the
to a new purpose and a new conception
to
test the sentiments
him
Invite
"I
compoundTea and Sulphur, properly
of their power to realise that purpose, of the Nation. .We set this nation up
go home from to make men free and we did not coned, brings back the natural color and and that no man darereport
anything fine our conception and purpose to
that conference and
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked less
of it.
noble than
'
,
you
to go America.
to
seems
conference
"The
to
way
only
ago
gray.
the
Years
or
"Now." said' the President, "this con
slowly, from day to day In Paria it ference
we
established
calls for
have
get this mixture was to make' it at seems to go slowly; but I wonder If something.
Kurope I left was full
you realize the complexity of the task of hope. TheThe
home, which is mussy and troubleKurope of the third year
it haa undertaken. It seems as of the war was Unking to a stubborn
some. Nowadays, by asking at any which
if the settlements of this war affect, desperation.
They thought the end of
Suland affect directly, every great and. the war would eventually be a resump
drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and
think, every small nation tion of the old order. They never
phur Compound," you will get a large Iinsometimes
the world, and no on decision can
it would ae a Kurope of set
bottle of this famous old recipe, im be made which is. not properly linked dreamed
tied peace.
great
deci
of
scries
the
other
with
in
"Now all the peoples of Europe are
proved by the addition of other in
sions which must accompany It, and It buoyed up In tne 'hope that all the na
gredients, at a small cost..
must he reckoned on with the final re- tions of the world shall unite their
quality and character moral and physical forces that right
Don't stay" gray Try it!. No one sult, if the real to
be properly Judged.
that result is
prevail. If America should fall
can possibly tell that you darkened of "What
we are doing is to hear the shall
the world of Its hope, the nations will
your hair, as It does It so naturally and whole case: hear it from the mouths be set up as hostile camps
again, and
the men most Interested; hear it the men at tne peace conference will
evenly. You dampen a sponge or soft of
from those who are officially commls go home with their heads "upon their
brush with it and draw this through sloned to state it; hear the rival breasts because they will have failed.
hear the claims that affect new We would leave on the peace table
your hair, taking one small strand at claims;
nationalities,
that affect new areas nothing but a modern scrap of paper,
a time; by morning the gray hair dlS' of the world, that affect new comMen. he declared, who would have
economic connections that America fail the world In Its hopes saw
appears, and after anotner application mercial and established
by the great only beyond the nearest horizon.
have been
or two your hair' becomes beautifully world war through which we have
"They do not know the sentiment of
gone.
America." he said.
dark, glossy and attractive. Adv.
"And I have been struck by the mod
Speaking of hopea of the people of
eratenesS of those who have presented Kurope for a lasting peace which he
T can testify
I
claims.
that
national
Judalnn the World.
said were pinned to the United States
believe I have nowhere seen the gleam as the "friend of mankind, the 1'res
People seem not to see that the'r of
Passion. I have seen earnestness. Ident said he had no more doubt of
opinion of the world Is also a confes- I have seen tears come to the eyes of "the verdict of America In this matter
who pled for downtrodden peo- than
have of the doubt of the blood
sion of character. We can only sea men
ples whom they were privileged to that is in me.
Apeak ror. nut tney were not in tears
what we are, and, If we misbelieve,
"The
nations of the world have ant
of anger, they, were the tears of ar- their heads now to do a great thing
we suspect others. Emerson.
dent hope.
they
are not going to stop short
and
"I don't see how any man can fall of their purpose, he said. by
pleas,
to
subdued
these
have
been
by
bad
keadaclw,
braath
taklaf
Oar pimplo,
"I do not speak of the governments,
subdued to this feeling, that he was but of the peoples who will see that If
M hj Apple, Awe, jaiap ronea inio a uny au
Judgindividual
an
to
assert
not
there
pill eauea uoctor riere i neaeani rana.
their present governments do not do
ment of his own, but to try to assist their will some others will. And the
humanity.
cause
of
the
secret is nut and the present govern
Its Luck.
"Arid In the midst of It all every in
ment knows it.
Sponger "Hello, Jones, can you terest gtfki out. first of all. when it
"I have come back fot an attempt to
reaches 1'arix, the representatives of transact buslnea for a little while In
lend me a fiver?" Jones "Thank the
United States. Why? Because
America, but I say in all soberness
and I think I am stating the most wonheaven no ; I'm in luck today."
that I have been trying to speak your
derful fact in history because there thoughts. Probing deep In my heart
is no nation in Europe that suspects unrt trylnir to see the thlnirs that are
the motives of the United Mtates.
right rather than the things that are
"Was there ever su wonderful
expedieut, I am finding the heart of
thing seen before? Was there ever America.
Was there ever
an, moving a thing?
OLD
"I find that In Voving America I have
any fact that so bound the natinn that Joined- - the majority of my fellow mea
Don't worry about old age. Don't worry had won that esteem forever to de throughout the world.
about being in other people's way when serve it?
"I would not have you understand
U. S. Tonnage Big.
yon are getting on in year. Keep your
men who represent the
body in good condition and you can be at that the great there
Washington.
Discussing the AmerIn conference are
nations
other
you
your
aa
days
in
ola
bale and hearty
disesteemed by those who know them. ican merchant murine problem In the
were when a kid, and every one will be Quite the contrary. But you under
glad to ace' you.
stand the countries of Kurope have Senate, Senator Kansdell of Louisiana
The kidneva and bladder are the causea again and again clashed with one an- predicted that within a few months
and
of aenile affliction. Keep them clean
other in' competitiveto- Interests. It Is the shipping board would own
f
forget thd sharp
impossible for men
in. proper working condition. Drive the
rrt'ean-golnmerchant vessels In
poisonous wastes from the system and Issues that were drawn between them the
in past times.
United States of over 500 gross
avoid uric acid accumulations. Take GOLD
"it is Impossible for men to believe the
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules periodical-- that
all ambitions have all of a mid tons, nnd that by 1920 ship construc
will
system
find
ly and you will
that the
They remembe
den been foregone.
"always be in perfect working order. Your territory that was coveted; they re tion In this country would have In
spirits will be enlivened, your muscles member rights that it was attempted creased the total tonnage under the
made strong and your face have once to extort; they'remember political
flag to approximately 19,
whichit was attempted to real' American
more the look of youth and health.
"These figures," tluPsT'n-ato- r
000,000
ton.
they
bellnva
men
while
that
iae.
and
will
life,"
and
health
New
fresh strength
come into a different temper.Mhey
sold, "lead to the conclusion that
qpme as you continue this treatment. When have
cannot forget these things and so they
'
your first vigor has been restored continue do not resort to one another for a dl
frjtn the quantitative point of view the
tor iwhile taking a capsule or two each Dasslonate view of the matters in con problem of the American merchant ma
They resort to that nation
day. They will keep you in condition end troversy.
prevent a return of your troubles.'
which has won the enviable distinction rine Is solved."
There ia only one guaranteed brand of
Haarlem Oil Capsules, GOLD MEDAL.
been constituted, consisting of nine
Prince Leopold Held for Crime.
There are manv fakes on the market. Be
members; Instead of eight. Among
former
Iopold,
Prince
Geneva.
sure you get the Original GOLD MEDAL
the ministers Is Prof. Frledrlch Foer-steGerman
Imported Haarlem Oil Capsules. They ara commander-in-chie- f
of the
of the University of Munich. It
the only reliable. For sale by all
link been
Russian
front,
ou
the
armies
druggists. Adv.
Is said the landtag will reassemble
Imprisoned at Munich on suspicion of
shortly, but outside of Munich. The
? Cold Neglect.
,
being one of the Instigators of the Berne committee-'- of Bavarians has
tell
you
could
you
think
"I suppose
murder of Premier Eisner. A list of voted an annual pension of 10,000
the peace delegates at Paris exactly persons to be assassinated by the re- marks for Eisner's widow. A large
what to do."
actionaries Is said to have been found, number of the members of the Bavari"Yes," answered the man who al- and It Is asserted that It has been de- an, aristocracy have, been arrested on
tone;
discouraging
ways speaks in a
"
suspicion of having been connected
cided to take twenty hostages
"but they probably wouldn't do It."
who killed
among the aristocracy. All the stu- with Count
..
i
university have 'been Premier Eisner, according to a dis
the
In
dents
scheiu
Is
devil's
the
An. idle brnin
searched, A provisional ministry has patch, fiora Munich.
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Relieved ci Catarrh
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TURKISH RULE
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Mrs. Latirá Eerberick, 69 years old,
of 1205 Willow Ave., Uoboken, N.

ACTION TAKE BY PEACE ENVOYS
TO INTERNATIONALIZE;

J,-write-

'

CONSTANTINOPLE.

Tour years

;

I bad a

sro

attack

f

Grippe. After mv Sickness 1 wa troubled with
hoaraenees and allme In the head and throat, and
m I ksrf catarrh. I too It aome medicine
but without much benefit. Every winter for Xour yeiu-a- 1 bav bad
LaOrlppe (last winter three time).
The Catarrh Brew worae. I could not lie down or sleep at ntsrht.
Waa always ronblrd with lime,, aaln tnt air bark and a terrible
lieadaebe every niornlne-- , when I woke up, and hud no blood.
I read
I rot a Feruna calendar In Danish, my nativa language, and
eveiy testimony, and then I bought a battle ( Peras,
it tiMuugh,
y
I can truthfully testify that Perama haa beea a srreat beaeSt
to me. It has a;tvea me blood aad atrrnctb. I can lie dowa aad aleea
no pain, headache, or nolae In my
without being; troubled. I have
head. I have sained la wela-h- t three rounds, which I think ia good
I will be alxtr-ala- e
reara old next aummcr, I have used
for my
í'eruna Inca I started in February, and I uae It yet. anyI feel cheerful
home and I
and happy, thanka to Prrnaa. It will alnara be ia
recommend it to thoae tvhe seed It."
.
FOR ALE BTBRTWHBRB
LKttnD OA TABLET FORM
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EI!D OF OTTOMAN RULE
NEGOTIATIONS

BETWEEN

UKRA-

-

To-da-

INIANS AND POLES HAVE
BEEN BROKEN OFF.

as.

Wealern Nawspaper 1,'nlon NejM Service,

Paris, March 3. The peace confer
ence commission' on Ureek affairs
at length the new situation to
be created In Asia Minor. The general plan adopted for the dissolution
of the Ottoman empire Is total elimination of that empire, Internatióual-Ixatloof Constantinople nnd the
straits, creation of a Turkish state In
the center of Asia Minor and liberation of all nationalities from Turkish
rule.

Out of Pain and Misery to Comfort!

d

Wnrsaw. Negotiations at Lemberg
between the Interallied mission and
the Poles and Ukrainians have been
broken off, It being found Impossible
to get the Ukrainians and Poles to
agree on a line of demarcation beHostilities are
tween their forces.
about to be resumed, It is reported.
Parls.-T- he
eighth week of the
pence conference opens with Increased
effort by the working commissions to
get their projects ready for consideration when President Wilson, Pre
mier Lloyd George and Premier Or
lando return to Paris. No one Is more
anxious for prompt nction than the
French commissioners, who want to
hasten not only the completion of the
peace treaty, but the adoption of the
League of Nations plan as an Integral
part of It. An opening for a revision

ID!

VHOLE DAY

n
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A day or night's suffering is often saved, those

having ''Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" handy
Safe to take!

'

Such quick relief!

,

So why suffer?,

Joint Pahi

Rheumatism
Gout
Lumbagq
Backache

For Headache

.

Neuralgia
Toothache'
Colds
Influenzal Colds Sciatica'
Neuritis
Grippe

Teeth PajH '
Stiff Neck'
J
Earache
Fever,
Pain! Paint

j

Proved safe by millions! American owned!
Adults
Take one or two "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" with
water. If necessary, repeat dose three times a day, after meals.

of the plan that wljl not threaten the
Integrity of ihe league appears to be
M. Pichón, French forbroadening.
eign minister, has lntllcnted that be
will offer amendments relating to an
international' force.
It Is thought that the conference
may consider other amendments such
us nmv be regarded In America ns
necessary t remove .the ambiguity of
lao Urger Bayer packages.
20 cent Bayer packages
clauses that might affect the Monroe
doctrine, the right of secession from
Buy Bayer packages only Get original package,
the league and the methods of using
Aapirla U the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidetter of Salicylicacid
force against recalcitrant nations.
growing
Is
apprehension
French
The Idea.
,
Sure Prophecy. ,
over' the dunger of anarchy In uer- "Jack,"' snld. Miss Smith, had a
Fortune Teller I see a loss of
many. The French delegates, there- money.
smile."
"I suppose he mount
fore, desire to hasten the conclusion
I have paid her lips were curled."
Customer Me, too.
of the peace treaty and incorporate In you In advanee."
It measures for the protection which
Sow a fellow the other day who'd
they have expected from the League
He who owns tlie soil owns' up to cut out his bad hnhlts all at onca.
of Nations. M. Pichón, reflecting this he sky.
He was riding slow lying down.
view, said that every one wants u
resjMjnsIble government established In,
A WW
Germany with which peace may be

n v

a
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map-celle-

concluded.

Cotiacks Defeat Anarchists.
Kkaterinmlnr. The volunteer nrmy
of the Kuban Oossnckswhlch made a
clean sweep of the Bolshevlkl In the
northern Caucasus, continues the put
milt of the remnants of the Bolshevik
force. The Bolshevlkl scattered In all
directions after the capture of Vladikavkaz bv the Cosxiicks. Further 'de
tails have been learned In the manner
In whirh the Bolshevist Inst Decern
her killed more 'than 100 prominent
hostages, Including Generals Mussky
and Kmlko di Mltrleff of the Kussnil)
armv, and several women. The hos
tages were taken In' motor trucks to
Phitluorsk.- southwest of Georglevsk
and placed against a cliff. They were
nliót down with machine guns by Bol
shevik sailors.
Wants to Borrow.
Weimar. 'J'he former German emperor, It is learned from competent
sources, recently appealed to the Gei
man revolutionary government for
money. It was snld In his behalf that
It was Impossible for him to continue
living upon the bounty nnd good will
of the Uiilch nobleman In whose castle
he now resides. Herr llohenzollern.
It Is said, declared he already had
been forced to borrow 40,000 gu'lders
from his host, and could not continue
as a debtor. He asked that he be
allowed nt least a portion of his pri
vate fortune, The government, after
considering the matter, agreed to bis
request nnd Instituted a detailed In
vestigation to determine what portion
of the former emperor's supposed for
tune rea II v was bis and what portion
Invest!
belonged to the government.
gallon Showed that the former ruler
might legally claim 75,000,000 marks
ns his own, but the government de
cided to allow him temporarily only
1

600,000

marks.
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"YourNoseKnows"

The Encyclopaedia Britannica
says about the manufacture of
smoking tobacco, " . . . on the
Continent and in America certain
'sauces' are employed .v.. the
use of the 'sauces' is to improve
the flavour and burning qualities
af the leaves."
deYour smoke-enjoymepends as much upon the Quality
and kind of flavoring used as
upon, the Quality and aging of
the tobacco.
Tuxedotobaccousesthepurest,
most wholesome and delicious of
all flavorings chocolate That
flavoring, added to the finest of
nt

carefully aged and blended
burley tobacco, produces Tuxedo
the perfect tobacco
" Your Nose Knows. "

f

,.i i.im.i i
im
SMRANTEtD TO SATlSfV
OR VOUB MONIY BACK
&
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J
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Try This Test; Rub a little Tuxedo
briskly in the palm of your hand to
bring out its full arorna. Then smell
it deei itsdelicious, pure fragrance
will convince you. Try this test with
any other tobacco and we will let
Tuxedo stand or fall on your judgment "Your Nose Knows"
5

Gregory Wilson's Counsel.

Washington. Thomas'' W. Gregory,
retiring attorney general, of the United
States, will accompany President Wil
son to Paris as general adviser and as
Mr.
sistant at the peace conference.
Gregory's resignation as member of
the President's cabinet became effec
tive Tuesday, when he was succeeded
by A. Mitchell Talmer, and the retiring
attorney general will assume Immedi
ately his new position of unofficial
counsellor to the President during his
second visit to Europe.
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Roy WaterWófks

John

Clifford, Wesrlnfl

,'

Y. M.

Uniform, Proves Himtetf

C3

Bond Issue

Ü.Ü G"9SS

GETS

Ordinance

Who snems isy
High Prices?

C A

Real Hero.

The

hove been mnny war heroes,
Is certainly no more conspicuously heroic figure than John . II.
Clifford, Bnptlst minister In time of
peace, but real fighter In time of war,
who has been awarded the crolr de
guerre for extraordinary heroism In

but there

You feel that

retail

meat prices are too high.
Your .Vetailer says he
has to pay higher prices
to the packers.
Swift & Company prove '
that out of every dollar
the retailer pays to the
packers for meat, 2 cents
is for packers' profit, 13 7
cents is for operating-expensesand 85 .cents
goes to tie stock raiser ;
,and that the prices of live
stock and meat move up
and down together.

action.
John pifford, as a Y. M. C. A.
worker, braved the red wrath of war.
He has been in the firing zone as
much as the hardiest Infantryman and
was decorated for a most unusual exploit. Ho was one of three men who
braved Incessant enemy shell fire

X
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issue.
NOW THEREFORE, Be it Ordained
by the Board of Trustees bf the Village of Roy, State of New Mexico:
Section 1. That for the purpose of

providing the necessary funds for constructing a water works system in and

'If

--

or the Village of Roy, County of Mora,

k
raiser points,
The
to rising costs of raising live stock.
Labor reminds us that higher
wages must go hand in hand
vith tho new cost of living.
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AHicrtus V. Cut-li(iüicer of the Sixtn'
coiiiiiiaiidiDK
reprimen t of 111:1 rlncs. The trio carried
the colonel to safety 011 a stretcher.
Mr. Clifford went over thotop ;nany
times find came near belnj; killed ou
several occasions. lie Is fifty-on- e
years
old and was horn at Oxford, England!
and has 111 niched the gospel in many
parts of the; world. When given a
chance to serve with the Y. M. C. A.
in France he knew tlia it was a good
thing, and he jumped at it His home
is at Tucson, Ariz.
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priced scale. One trouble is,
that th3 number of dollars has
multiplied faster than the quantity of goods, so that each dollar
buys less than formerly.

JSMft & Company, U. S. A.

Supreme authority over a small
army of men has been vested in II. H.
SimnionS, Kxecutlve Secretary of the
Southern department of the Arnly
officially

Xo-10-

We are all' living on a high,

SIVÍALL ARMY
OF MEN UNDER HIM

Y. M. C. A., known

of said Village oí Roy to the aggregate
amount of Forty Five Thousand and
0
Dollars.
Said bonds shall lie
designated "Roy Water Works Bondj,
Series of November 1, 1918," shall Lc
forty,, five in number, numbered from
one to forty five, both inclusive, and
of thq denomination of $1,000.00 each;
((Shall tear date, November 1191S, and
. . .
i i..
i. .
;nau upcome
one aim payuuie
ui. uie
first day of. November, 1948, the absolute date of maturity of said bonds,
and each of said bonds sluill be payable at the option of the Village of
Roy at any time l:efore the maturity
thereof, after the first day of November, 1938.
Section 2. That said bonds shall be
payable to bearer, and shall bear
f Aim date thereof atHhe rate
ui ma per eeoiuiu per uiiiiuin, jjuvnic
on tho 1st days ot May
and December, each year, which installments of interest to date' of maturity of principal shall be evidenced
by appropriate coupons anexed to each
bond, arid both principal nd interest
shall be payable in gold coin of the
United States of America, of or equal
to the present standard of- weight 'and
fineness, and shall be payable at the
anking house of Chase National' Bank,
in the City of New York, U. S. A.
Section 3. That each of, said bonds
t
and each of thé interest coupons thereto annexed, shaU be in substantially

responsible. No one, apparently,
is benefited by higher prices and
'
higher income.

11.

i nil

ns.tho

National War Work Council of the
Y. M. C. A.'s of the United States. Mr.
Simmons Is a prominent business man
of Illllslioro, Tex., and is well known
over Texas as a member of the state
board of the Y. M. C. A. Up until the
time of the signing of the armistice

;init herohv is ordered iind dil'prteH tn
is.Aied the negotiable coupon bond:;

J lie

apparently is

No one,

CLIFFORD.

No. 22, 1919.

FINAL ORDINANCE
An Ordinance providing for the issuance of negotiable coupon bonds of
the Village of Roy State of New Mexico, to the amount of $45,000.00 for
the construction of a water works
system in and for said village, prescribing the form of said bonds and of
the interest coupons thereto annexed,
providing for the levy of an annual
tax to pay the interest on said bonds,
and to provide a sinking fund for the
discharge, of the principal thereof at
maturity, and fixing the other details
of the issue.
.
WHEREAS, at an election called
and held in the Village of Roy, County
of Mora,, State of New Mexico, othé
2nd day of April, 1918, in all respects
in strict compliance with the constitution and laiws of the State of New
Mexico, more than a majority of 'the
qualified electors of said village, who
had paid a property tax therein during the preceding year, voted aflirma-tivél- y
for tfie issuance of negotiable
coupon bonds ,of said village to the
aggregate amount of $45,000.00 for
the purpose of providing funds for the
construction of a water works system
in and for said village, and
WHEREAS, it is necessary to now
prescribe the form of said bonds and
of the interest coupons thereto annexed and to fix the other details of the

into enabling and in pwjuanc of an
ordinance of said village, duly adopted, published and made
law of mid
village "prior to the issuance of thii
bond; and it is hereby certified and
recited that all the requirement 6f
law have been fully complied with by
the proper officers of said village in the
issue of this bond, and that the total
debt of said villagt, including that of
this. bond, does not exceed any limit
of indebtedness prescribed by the constitution or.lawy of the State of New
Mexico, and that provision has been
made for the levy and collection of an
annual tax upon all taxable property
within miph vilWrt milTicient to Day
the interest on and to extinguish the
principal of this bond when the same
due.

becomes

"1
V

"MOVING. DAY". ON ITALIAN FRONT
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(Village ClertN

Countersigned:

Col.

,

Village Treasurer.
TFORM OF COUPON)
No

May

s ,

a

Mí
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The photo above, one of the latest Irom the Italian iront, shows a number
.
.. r
1 ....1.1....
l.i,4 tj. .,,
..,,,1.1...... vj, ' .. 4'V"
OT 1. .M. 1. A. Hlll'heiw
ii x huí. w uu
liming Ih.
liic imiiviii.T
mill piimivi..
up.
It givs un illuminating idea of
isf.luled nrtuy liost so that it cjui be put
Home of t'lie diliculties incident to war work.
..4--

H. H. SIMMONS,

ment, Army Y. M. C. A.

the personnel of the Army Y. M. C. A.
in tlm Southern military department
numbered approximately l,0."i(), but It
Is being cut down rapidly now along
With the general demobilisation of the
camps, almost three hundred and fifty
"Y" men having been honorably discharged up to February 1. The Southern department headquarters of the

Army Y. M. C. A. is located In San Antonio, Tex., and It is from that point
that the organization's activities In
toe camps of the six states In the de-

partment are controlled,

V

....

Ra WHITE

Noted, Tried, Experienced
S"0.uy

'

A uctionee

r

On the 1st day of November, A. D..
If you want the service's' of fin
Rov. Mora coun
ty. New Mexico, will 'ply the bearer
Dollars, in gold whose work has
0
Thirty and
always proven
coin of the United States of America,
satisfactory,
will
'make 'you
it
of or equal to l.e.prent standard
of weight and fineness, at the banking Money to consult. 'me before mak- house of Chase National Bank, in the' inpr your SALE DATES.
City of New York, U. S. A., being sir:
No Sale too Near or too Fart
months', interest on' Roy Water Works
,
1,
1918.
November
of
Bond, Series

salesman

no-10-

(fac-simil-

signature)

e

No Sale too Large or Small,.

Village Treasurer.
You can have SALE BILL
That the mayor and vil- printed and nialje dates at the
lage cktk of said Village of Roy are Spanish-American
Office. Roy
hereby authorised and directed to
cause to be prepared in such form a New Mexico.
will comply with the provisions here
of, the bonds and coupons hereinbefore
described, and when so prepared sayl
bonds shall be executed by being signed by said mapr, Attested by said
'
"K
village clerk, and countersigned by its
village treasurer, with the corporate
seal of said village impressed thereon,
and each of the interest coupons thereto annexed shall be executed by tho
signature mí
lithographed
tho village treasurer of said village,
and after their execution said bonds
shall be delivered to the purchaser of
tho same from the board of trustees
of said Village of Roy, upon the payment of the purchase pjice therefor,
and the proceeds derived from the sale
J
3
of said bonds shall be placed in a. speHe wi.ihes he had!
pursolely
be
cial fund, to
used
for the
pose of paying the cost of constructREFERENCES- :ing a water works system in and for
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
said village.
'Roy, N. M.
,
Section 5 That there shall be levied each year hereafter from 19,18 to
Citizens State BanX
1947, both years inclusive, upon all the
Mills, N. M
taxable property within said Village
ot Roy, a tax sufficient to produce the
sum of Two Thousand Seven Hundred
0
Dollars, annually, for the
and
purpose of paying the interest on said

Section

4.

'

fm,l

No-10-

LARGEST

The lurpest

"Y"

Y. M. C. A.

HUT.

"hut" in the

world is the .Hudson Hut, Ilohokeii,
New Jersey, wliieh takes care of 5,000
men dally. In addition to the usual
on the hut conveniences, the "Y" has provided
"
a barber shop, tailor shop, bookblack,
siiower baths, locker room, a theater,
e- panic room with
twelve billiard tallies,
a soda fountain, hostess room, library,
Co. ami .seven fireplaces.
The
shaves, ami
haircuts, and with
White, tiur oflicers, the
putlee and shoe
ebiues arc immensely popular.

$50,000.00

To Loan on Farms
Mesa Immediately! '
If you need a Loan, Se.Roy Realty and Loan
Frank L. Sch llU, or F..0.

Subscribe JCow to the

Santa Fe
New Mexican
Santa Fe,

,t

.

.

Get-You- r
.

News From

Headquarters

w e nave me MONEY!
PJ.Conkliri,- Manager,

;

Í

...

The activities of all patriotic organizations
are, reported
fully in the Santa Fe NeAv
Mexican.

iv

All authentic news of the
reat War, received ' ovtr
leased wirj from the Associated Press is presented in the
Santa Fe New Mexican,,
J

twén-tv-fdur- A

ROT,

New -- Mexico,

.

All the irMli poliHc.U gossip
of the 'State Capital appears-firin the Santa Fe New Mcx
can,.

And we can, tell you within
hours7 after you make ap
'
plication .whether we will. let you have the amount you want or not.
No wearisome delays, we gel Quick Action. We want your FARM LOAN
Business or we would not be here, Soüthwesteín Farm Mortgage, Go.
rr

'

All the official news of the
State Capital appears first v
intha .Santa Fe New Mexican

,

--

N. M.

50e a month, $6.00 a year

No-10-

I,

Executive Secretary, Southern Depart-

'

'

1

r

'

all the provisions hereof, are and shall
be irrepealable until the indebtedness
herein mentioned and created shall
have been fully paid and discharged.
Section 12. That all ordinances and
resolutions, and parts thereof, in conflict with this ordinance are hereby
repealed.
Section 13.
That this ordinance
shall take effect and be in full force
from and. after its passage and approval.

-

No-10-

y

of.
Section 11. That this ordinance, and

The faith and credit of the village
of Roy are hereby pledged for the
punctual payment of the principal and
interest of this bond.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the board
;
s
of trustees of the Village qt Roy has
Passed and approved this 3rd day
caused this bond to be signed by tht
mayor and clerk of said village, under of February, 1919.
tVio Eenl of the "villasre and counter- F S. BROWN, Mayor.
signed by its treasurer, as of the "first
Attest:
v.,
iyin.
day of November, A.
.'
Mayor.
v
MELVILLE FLORSIIEIM, .
Attest:
(Seal)
Village Clerk.
"
'

the following form,
(Form of BoTúT)
"
bbnds.
United States', of America.
Section 6. That on the first day if
State of New Mexico, County bf Mora
May, 1918, if sufficient tax has hot
Village of Roy
been collected to pay interest die on
ROY WATER WORKS BOND
said'date on said bonds, the deficiency
Series (ft November 1, 1918.
No
,'$1,000.00 shall "be paid out of the general fund
t
The Village of Roy in the'County of tax of said village, which said fund
Mora and State of New Mexico, hereby to the amount so paid shall be reimacknowledges itself to be indebted and bursed as soon a3 sufficient tax is colhereby promises to pay to bearer One lected in accordance with the provis0
Dollars, in gold ions of section five hereof. Thousand and
o fAmerica,
Section 7. Thatfor the purpose of
coin of the United-State- s
of or equal to the present standard of providing a sinking fund for the reweight and fineness, for value receiv- demption of said bonds at maturity
ed, on the 1st day of November, A. D., there shall be levied each year between
148, with interest thereon at the rate 1923, and 1947,.both years inclusive,
of six per centum, per annum, payable upon all the taxable property within
on the 1st days of May sajd Village of Roy, a tax sufficient to
and November, in each year, upon pre- produce the sum of One. Thousand
sentation and surrender of the annex- Eight" Hundred and
0
Dollars
ed coupons and this bond as they sev- annually. erally become due, both principal and
Section 8. "M'hat the annual taxes
interest payable tit the banking house provided in sections five and seven
of Chaje National Bank, in the City of hereof shall be extended upon the tftx
New York, U. S. A.
rolls and collected by the same officers
The Village of R!y reserves the in the same manner and
the same
this time as tax for general at
right, however, to pay and
village purbond at any time before the maturity poses, for said village in each
of said
thereof, afterthe first day of Novem- years mentioned in said sections
arc
1938.
ber, A. D.,
extended and Collected.
This boW is issued by the board of
Section 9. That all funds
trustees of the village of Roy, pursu- froin the taxes mentioned in derived
sections
vota
of
of
a
to
authority
by
ant
and
hve and seven hereof shall be placed
the qualified electors of said village in a separate fund to be designate
atan election held in said village on water Works Bonds of 1918 Fund'
the 2nd day of April, 1918, for the which shall be irrevocably
pledged and
purpose of securing funds for the con- used solely
'for the payment xf interstruction of a water works system, est
and principal of said bonds when
to be owned, managed and operated due.
of
authority
by the village under the
Section-10That if said Village
and in full conformity with the co- of
Roy shall derive any revenue, above
nstitution of the State of New Mexico
the cost of maintenance and operation,
and in full conformity with the pro- from
rental from said water works
of
law
of
the
visions of Chapter 76
system or from interest on the accuthe State of New Mexico passed at
the first regular sessjon of the State mulated sinking fund, andvthe same
(Article XI, Chapter be placedlo the creilit of "the said
Legislature
LXXV, of the Code of 1915 of the "Water "Works Bonds of 1918 Fund"
State of New Mexico), and all other mentioned in section nine hereof, and
laws of the State of New Mexico there be actually on deposit therein', the
t:

amount of, tb levy i'rovk,i Lf sections five and seven hereof my be r- daced any year or years the amount
actually on deposit in said "Water
Works Bonds of 1918 Fund", derived
from such rentals and interest, provided that the reduction in the amount
of the levy shall never reduce said
"Water Works Bonds of 1P18 Fund"
below the amount required p be produced by sections fivejind seven here- - ,

